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Dear Reader,
Every day in China, thousands of tons of cargo travel over hundreds of
highways and onto dozens of freighters. Passing through customs can be
a logistical nightmare for the unprepared. That is why this July Business
Tianjin has enlisted the aid of experts in the fields of logistics, exportation
and customs to help you and your business smoothly transition through
the distribution of product.
Our feature story this month covers the latest developments across China’s
ports. Of particular note is the new Free Trade Zone at the Port of Tianjin,
which through competitive advantages and government support is poised
to lead the next decade of maritime transportation.
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BIZ BRIEFS

FINANCE

Minsheng may raise 455m USD in
Haitong stake sale

The Chinese economy might already
have begun its cyclical adjustment
and its growth is set to slow in the
next few years, a Beijing-based weekly reported, quoting Xu Xianchun,
National Bureau of Statistics deputy
director.
- Xinhua Net, 10 June
————————————————

China pensions chief urges more
fund JVs
Dai Xianglong, the chairman of China's National Social Security Fund,
called on the government to quicken
approvals of fund management joint
ventures in order to attract overseas
talent to develop the fund industry.
Dai said that China needed talent
rather than capital to develop its investment fund industry. He also said
the government should develop Tianjin to attract Chinese private equity
funds. The NSSF will invest in two
Chinese private equity funds, having gained approval to put 10% of its
assets into the sector. The NSSF had
72.23 billion USD under management at the end of last year. It aims to
double that amount by 2010.
- Reuters, 11 June
————————————————

CCB shares rise as US bank
increases stake

China Minsheng Banking Corp, the
country's first privately owned bank,
seeks to raise at least 3.14 billion CNY
(455 million USD) by selling its stake
in Haitong Securities Co. after lowering the asking price by almost half.
- Bloomberg, 13 June
————————————————

Fixed-asset investment growth
starts to slow
China's urban fixed-asset investment
– spending on factories, property and
public facilities – grew 25.6% yearon-year to 585 billion USD during
the first five months of the year. The
investment growth rate, released by
the National Bureau of Statistics on
17 June, was down slightly on the
25.7% growth seen for the JanuaryApril period.
- South China Morning Post, 18 June
————————————————

Tianjin hosts Asian Corporate
Conference
China Construction Bank Corp
shares rose on 28 May after Bank of
America Corp agreed to boost its
stake in the Hong Kong-listed bank
by about 14.5 billion HKD (1.86 billion USD). Bank of America, the second-largest United States bank by assets, said late on 27 May that it would
exercise part of a call option to buy
6-billion of CCB's H shares for about
2.42 HKD each. This will increase its
holding from 8.2% to 10.75%.
- CRI English, 29 May
————————————————
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Ofﬁcial: China's growth expected
to slow

Futures trading in China up 88%
in May
Led by the active trading of farm
products, China’s futures market hit
a sharp increase in trading volume
in May to 5 trillion CNY (714 billion
USD), representing an increase of 88%
over the same period last year, the
China Futures Association, said.
- China Daily, 2 June
————————————————

Yahoo-Google online ad deal

Yahoo has agreed upon a deal with
Google which will see Yahoo use
the search engine giant's advertising
technology. The agreement could be
worth up to 800 million USD in additional revenue every year. Under the
agreement, Google ads will appear
alongside some Yahoo search results
in the US and Canada.
- BBC News, 13 June
————————————————

National banks better withstand
quake impact
The 18th Asian Annual Corporate
Conference, themed as "A New Era
for Global Business: Sustainable
Growth for China and the World",
was held in Binhai New Area, Tianjin, on 29 May.
- China Daily, 29 May

The earthquake impact on China's
national banks should be far more
manageable than that on smaller
institutions in the affected regions,
according to a report by Standard &
Poor's Ratings Services.
- China Daily, 22 May

BIZ BRIEFS

years, and also hopes to expand
beyond the mainland in 2010.
- Xinhua Net, 23 May

MetLife applies for integration in
China market
MetLife, the US's largest life insurer,
has applied to the Chinese industry
regulators for permission to integrate
its ventures in China, in a move to
compete more fiercely in the market,
senior management said in New York.
- Xinhua Net, 13 June
————————————————

Brazil, China top investment
favorites by Spanish companies
Brazil and China are listed as the top
two investment destinations favored
by leading Spanish companies in the
coming year, according to a survey
conducted by the world's leading audit and advisory firm KPMG released
on 17 June.
- CRI English, 18 June
————————————————

LAW & POLICY
China issues new land management
statute
center in Shenyang City, capital
of Liaoning Province, and to buy
facilities for two flagship stores in
Shanghai and Wuhan, the Nanjingbased retailer said on 22 May. It aims
to overtake its rival Gome Electrical
Appliance Holdings Ltd to become
the largest home appliance chain on
the Chinese mainland within three

China has published a statute, "Methods for Punishing Violations of Regulations on Land Management", that
replaces the "Provisional Methods for
Punishing Violations of Regulations
on Land Management" and is effective as of 1 June. The document was
issued jointly by the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, the

Haier looks to buy up and expand
in US

Qingdao Haier Co said on 30 May
that it was in talks with Deutsche
Bank about acquiring the 20.1% stake
the German bank has in Haier Electronics Group Co. The two sides have
yet to reach any agreement on the
purchase of the 393 million shares in
the Hong Kong-listed company. The
purchase is seen as a great chance for
Haier to speed up its United States
expansion.
- Shanghai Daily, 31 May
————————————————

Appliance chain seeks more outlets
Suning Appliance Co has raised
2.43 billion CNY (350 million USD)
by issuing 54 million shares to six
institutions for outlet expansion.
The money will be used to open 250
outlets nationwide and a logistics
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Ministry of Supervision, the Ministry
of Human Resources and Social Security, and the Ministry of Land Resources.
- China Daily, 30 May
————————————————

China probe on software monopolies
China's State Intellectual Property
Office has begun an anti-monopoly
investigation into Microsoft and several other global software firms. The
probe comes ahead of the 1 August
implementation of China's Anti-Monopoly Law, which seeks to outlaw
anti-competitive activity. The investigation reportedly focuses on the high
price of computer operating systems
and other software being sold on the
mainland by multinational software
suppliers.
- South China Morning Post, 19 June
————————————————

New safeguards for online trading in
Shanghai

Quake propels improvement of
emergency laws
Due to the lack of explicit authorization by laws, many relief measures are
awkwardly stuck in a position of being “necessary but illegal”. Experts say
that the Emergency Response Law of
the People's Republic of China should
be updated for stronger enforcement
of the nation's fledgling Emergency
Response Law. In addition to emergency management of disasters, it is
necessary to frame related laws such
as “Disaster Aid Law,” “Disaster Remedy Law” and “Post-disaster Reconstruction Law”.
- Caijing Magazine, 29 May
————————————————

Regulators seesaw on stock, margin
lending
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China not to sacriﬁce food for fuel
China has no plan to sacrifice food
for fuel, the country's energy experts
said amid controversy over biofuels.
"Food security comes first in China,
more important than fuel," said Song
Yanqin, a co-drafter of China's national energy strategies, at the Asia
Clean Energy Forum 2008 in Manila.
- China Daily, 6 June
————————————————

China to build 1m houses in 3mo

Despite two years of regulatory planning and market speculation, China
still has no agenda for addressing
potentially risky stock and margin
lending, China Securities Regulatory
Commission Chairman Shang Fulin
announced on 9 May at a Shanghai
financial forum.
- Caijing Magazine, 28 May

LOGISTICS
Online business operators will be
required to display their business
licenses prominently on web pages
and provide receipts to protect consumers' rights in the fast-developing
e-business, the Standing Committee
of the Shanghai People's Congress
said on 17 June. The e-business operators affected include both companies
that set up online business transaction platforms and businesses that
conduct corporate activities via the
Internet. But individual online store
owners who don't have a business
license - such as sellers on eBay.com
or Taobao.com - are not involved, according to the draft.
- CRI English, 18 June

the stocks out as soon as possible.
Some major ports including Tianjin port and Lianyungang port have
started increasing warehousing fees
of iron ore to tackle the issue of overstocking.
- Caijing, 6 June
————————————————

Chinese ports told to clear iron ore
stocks

T h e C h i n e s e g ov e r n m e nt s a i d
on 5 June it had mobilized stateowned enterprises to build 1 million
prefabricated houses in three months
for survivors of the devastating 12
May earthquake that left at least 5
million people homeless.
- Financial Times, 6 June
————————————————

Utility reuse and recycling

China urged domestic ports to clear
excessive iron ore storage, as the
stockpiles have clogged port operations. Speculations on rising prices
have led to a massive inflow of iron
ore and overstocking in Chinese
ports. Ports are also required to collect fees for excess iron ore stocks,
while importers are urged to move

BlueStar Petroleum Co., Ltd Tianjin
Branch, a subsidiary of ChemChina,
has started 11 projects, including
treatment and recycling of oil-containing wastewater, reconstruction
of the desulphurization and dust removal unit of a coal-fired boiler, and
frequency conversion technology in a
6,000V generator.
- China Daily, 19 May
————————————————

BIZ BRIEFS

Beijing Enterprises Water to buy
sewage company
Beijing Enterprises Water Group
Ltd. agreed to buy a sewage purification and treatment company for 1.37
billion HKD (175 million USD) to
expand into the environmental business, the company said in a statement
to the Hong Kong stock exchange.
- Bloomberg, 12 June

TELECOM & TRANSPORTATION

380kph, the fastest such service in the
country. The 115km trip from Beijing South Railway Station to Tianjin
Station took 27 minutes, including
one-minute stops at Yizhuang and
Wuqing stations. Previous media reports have said that express rail tickets would cost 60 CNY (9.60 USD)
to 80CNY, but the pricing was still
awaiting regulatory approval.
- People’s Daily, 15 June
————————————————

the US, granted by the Chinese government on May 15. So far, over 130
nations and areas have the status.
- Xinhua Net, 17 June
————————————————

Auto sales down for 2nd consecutive
month in May

Apple unveils new, faster iPhone
3G licenses to follow restructure

The long-awaited 3G (third generation) licenses will be issued as soon as
the current telecom restructuring is
complete, the government said on 24
May. In a statement, the government
said it encourages China Telecom to
buy China Unicom's code-division
multiple access (CDMA) network
and China Unicom to incorporate
with China Netcom.
- Xinhua Net, 26 May
————————————————

Beijing-Tianjin express rail testing
ends

Test runs on the Beijing-Tianjin express railway ended on 14 June, with
the line scheduled to be in use by 1
August, ahead of the 2008 Olympic
Games. Trains ran at a maximum of

Apple Inc CEO Steve Jobs unveiled an
iPhone that works with faster wireless networks in a bid to lure business
users from the BlackBerry and reach
more international customers. In a
keynote speech scheduled for Apple's developers conference in San
Francisco on 2 June, Jobs announced
an updated iPhone that works with
third-generation, or 3G, networks.
- Shanghai Daily, 8 June
————————————————

First Chinese organized group travel
to US

The first organized group travel to the
United States started on 17 June from
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangdong.
Consisting of 250 tourists, the first
group marked the beginning of Approved Destination Status (ADS) for

China's motor vehicle sector realized a production against sales ratio
of 97.82% in May. Both output and
sales, however, declined monthon-month for the 2nd consecutive
month, the China Association of Automobile Manufacturers said on 12
June. China produced 854,100 motor
vehicles in May, down 12.96% from
April but up 20.2% over the same
month of last year.
- Xinhua Net, 12 June
————————————————

China's big 3 airlines get 4 ﬂights
to Taiwan
Air China, China Southern Airlines
and China Eastern Airlines will each
run four flights a week to Taiwan, following an agreement between Beijing
and Taipei to end a 59-year restriction
on direct cross-strait transport links.
The flight slots, which will become
active on 4 July, were announced by
the Civil Aviation Administration
of China. The administration will
also allow Hainan Airlines, Shanghai
Airlines and Xiamen Airlines to operate twice-weekly flights to Taiwan.
Under the terms of the agreement
between Taiwan and the mainland,
Taiwan will allow an average of 3,000
Chinese tourists a day. Air China and
Hainan Airlines will run their flights
from Beijing, while China Eastern
and Shanghai Airlines will fly from
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To subscribe to our daily Biz Brief e-newsletter, please email bizbriefs@businesstianjin.com
Shanghai. China Southern, based in
Guangzhou, and Xiamen Airlines will
operate flights from their home cities.
- Bloomberg.com, 18 June

GENERAL
South China ﬂoods pummel export
heartland
Officials in southern China's Guangdong province warned of a "black
June" as high tides, rain and two converging swollen rivers threatened to
worsen floods that have already taken
169 lives this summer.
- Reuters, 19 June
————————————————

Quake-hit Dongfang Electric
secures contracts

Dongfang Electric Corp, which lost
500 workers and factories accounting for 20% of revenue in the 12
May earthquake, said it received as
much as 7 billion CNY (1 billion
USD) of orders for power plants and
generators. New contracts include a
coal-fired plant for Huaneng Power
International Inc and generators for
Huadian Power International Co,
CFO Gong Dan said.
- CRI English, 5 June
————————————————

Scheme to boost dairy production
China will shut down small dairy
makers and lift the threshold for new
market players as part of its tightened supervision to prompt the dairy
industry's healthy development and
global competitiveness. Small dairy
manufacturers with backward technologies and high energy consumption will be eliminated, the National
Development and Reform Commis-
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sion said in an industrial guideline
posted on its website.
- Xinhua Net, 6 June
————————————————

1m Olympic tickets unsold
Organizers of the Beijing Olympics
said on 18 June that about 6 million
tickets for the August 8-24 Games
have been purchased, accounting for

86% of the total tickets for sale. Zhu
Yan, head of the Beijing Olympics
Ticketing Center, told a press conference that around 1 million tickets
remain unsold, the majority of which
are for soccer competitions in the
four co-host cities: Tianjin, Shanghai,
Qinhuangdao and Shenyang.
- Xinhua Net, 19 June

NUMBERS

129.74

71

Weekly average oil prices of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) set a new record of 129.74 USD per
barrel on Friday 13 June, the Vienna-based cartel said.

On 16 June, representatives from US and Chinese companies
signed 71 contracts and agreements worth 13.6 billion USD in
total in Missouri and Washington, D.C.

53,400,000,000

78

China's tourism sector has lost 53.4 billion CNY (7.7 billion USD)
from the 8.0-magnitude earthquake that hit Sichuan Province
on 12 May. The quake has damaged roads, telecommunications, and water and power systems, as well as hotels and restaurants. Some travel agencies have postponed business.

The expected life span in the US surpassed 78 years for the
ﬁrst time in history, according to new government data. The
increase is due mainly to falling mortality rates in almost all the
leading causes of death, including heart disease, cancer, accidents and diabetes. American life expectancy has been steadily
rising, usually by about two to three months a year.

2%
Chrysler LLC, the third-largest US-based car maker,
said it will boost prices an
average of 2% on all 2008
cars and trucks because of
rising costs for steel and
other commodities.

33,200,000
An estimated 33.2 million people worldwide were living with
HIV as of December 2007, according to a UN report released
on 10 June. The report, prepared by UN Secretary-General
Ban Ki-moon, said that the annual rate of new HIV infections
appears to have decreased over the last decade.

16%
The industrial output of China's major enterprises grew 16%
year-on-year in May, the National Bureau of Statistics reported.
The increase was 0.3 percentage points more than April and
2.1 points less than May last year.

16,200,000,000
Chinese online shoppers spent 16.2 billion CNY (2.3 billion
USD) in 19 major cities in the ﬁrst half of 2008, China Internet
Network Information Center said. The ﬁndings were based on
a survey carried out in
four municipalities directly under the central
government – Beijing,
Shanghai, Tianjin and
Chongqing – and 15
developed cities including Changchun, Dalian,
Nanjing, Hangzhou,
Jinan and Guangzhou.

22.4%
China's accommodation and catering retail sales reached
120.36 billion CNY (17.4 billion USD) in May, up 22.4% over
the same period last year.

70,000
More than 70,000 people were evacuated under the increased
threat of landslides in earthquake-devastated Wenchuan County, Sichuan Province.

100
Lin Aju is visually impaired and will turn 100 next month. But
she cancelled the family banquet and donated 10,000 CNY
(1,429 USD) to the quake survivors in Sichuan.

2,000
The resurrected Judean date palm
tree, at age 26 months and a height
of 121cm, is seen in this undated
handout photograph, made available in London on 12 June. Israeli
researchers who grew a sapling from
a date seed found at the ancient fortress Masada said that the seed was
about 2,000 years old and may help
restore a species of biblical trees.

3.7%
Annual inﬂation rates for May rose in both the 15-nation euro
zone and in the 27-nation European Union, according to ofﬁcial
ﬁgures released on 16 June. The annual inﬂation rate in the
euro zone climbed 0.3 percentage points from April to a record
high of 3.7%, Eurostat reported.

2016
South Africa's Sasol, the world's biggest producer of motor fuel
from coal, and China's top coal company Shenhua Group will
jointly produce motor fuel from coal in China in 2016, a Sasol
ofﬁcial conﬁrmed.

433,250
The desk where Charles Dickens
wrote Great Expectations and his
ﬁnal correspondence hours before
his death fetched 433,250 GBP
(850,000 USD) at auction on 4
June, around seven times its presale estimate.

9.6%
Hong Kong's economy continued to expand fast in the first
quarter with its GDP mounting 9.6% to 409.3 billion HKD
(52.47 billion USD), according to latest ﬁgures released by the
Census and Statistics Department.
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Mr. Marzola leads China operations for logistics giant Kuehne + Nagel, a multinational handling airfreight, seafreight, rail and road logistics, and
contract logistics in over 100 countries. He also chairs the logistics working group for the European Chamber of Commerce in China.

Interview with Gino Marzola
General Manager Kuehne + Nagel Beijing
Tell us a bit about Kuehne + Nagel in China.
As early as 1979, Kuehne + Nagel opened its first office in Beijing. With its proven expertise and comprehensive portfolio of services, Kuehne + Nagel ranks among
the leading logistics providers in China today. In March
2004, the company was the first global logistics provider
to be awarded a Class A Forwarders License – a milestone
in the development of its activities in China. Since then,
in full control of its operations in this promising market,
Kuehne + Nagel has been directly providing customers
with the full scope of integrated international forwarding
and logistics services, successively extending its network
across the country.
Kuehne + Nagel China’s more than 2,800 staff are
present at 36 locations in the major cities of China, includ-

10
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ing Beijing, Changchun, Chengdu, Chongqing, Dalian,
Dongguan, Fuzhou, Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Hong Kong
SAR, Macau SAR, Nanjing, Nansha, Nantong, Ningbo,
Qingdao, Shanghai, Shenzhen, Shenyang, Suzhou, Taicang,
Tianjin, Wuhan, Wuxi, Xiamen, Xian, Yantian, Yantai
Yangzhou, Zhangjiagang and Zhongshan (and locations
planned to open in 2008).
What led you to your current role here? (both at
Kuehne + Nagel and in the EU Chamber of Commerce)
I have been working for Kuehne + Nagel since 1985
and since 1991 in Asia. I think my training and development in previous countries and positions within the company has prepared me for this challenge. When I came to
Beijing in late 2003, my predecessor was already involved

DIALOGUE

with the European Chamber. But back then we only had
the Maritime Logistics Group. In 2005 we decided to set
up the Logistics Working Group, as the requirements have
become quite different. And yes, since then I have been
acting as the Chairperson of the Logistics Working Group.
You have worked in other Asian countries. What
are the biggest differences that you have found
between working in China and in other Asian
countries?
China is a unique market, but it is also characterized
by its very diversity, in terms of culture, language, and
practice, etc. I worked in other Asian countries, but to
simply compare is rather difficult. Each place and time was
special and different than what
is happening now in North
China.
We have seen
What are your thoughts on
the logistics business in
China?

and multinational companies, which will facilitate the setting of new industry standards.
Binhai New Area has been highlighted by the
central government for the upcoming ﬁve years.
How will Kuehne + Nagel act to take advantage of
this decision?
At Kuehne + Nagel, our operating philosophy for network expansion has been to stay close to our customers
– our logistics partners. To serve our customer better, we
will continue to invest in our logistics infrastructure and
facilities. Our goal is to maintain our industry-leading
position in China.

over the past
“
two years a bigger growth in
this port city than any other. ”

We will see a further development of the logistics field in China.
Especially in the first-tier cities, this
will happen fast. Look for instance to
Beijing, there most of the manufacturing has moved outside of the city. This
has opened the door for more serviceoriented companies. Not only for logistics service providers, but also for banks,
financial institutions and insurance, just
to name a few.
How does the logistics business in
Tianjin compare with other parts of
China?
Tianjin has always been an important city and hub. We have seen over the
past two years a bigger growth in this
port city than any other. It helps that the
local government is behind the development, as well as the Central Government.
Tianjin Port is planning rapid development in the coming years. How
will Kuehne + Nagel be affected?
Like most of our competitors, we
will be affected in a positive way. The
development of the port brings along
changes in the infrastructure. New highways will be built. Railway terminals and
connections will increase. This in return
will bring in a new wave of international
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What do you think about the future of domestic
air freight? Will it be competitive with land transportation?

ting more and more sophisticated. They demand intelligent and value-added services from a single source in order to maximize supply chain performance, services such
as those offered by Kuehne + Nagel.

With the size of China, already today domestic air
transportation plays a big role. With railway still in its
What comments do you receive about China from
infancy compared to Western Europe or the USA and
your global customers and suppliers?
Canada, and trucks exposed to
At present everybody wants to
sometimes extreme weather conknow about the Beijing Olympics.
ditions, the domestic market for
Speculations in news about traf“ In Beijing, most of
air freight can only grow. The defic regulations and the increased
the manufacturing has
mand for ‘just-in-time’ is here and
requirements for visa applications
it’s growing.
moved outside of the city. dominate. Everybody wants to
know what is going on.
As your company serves
This has opened the door
many multinationals located
Besides this current inquiry,
for more service-oriented
in China, what is your take
most comments are about location
on the current business envicompanies. ”
for manufacturing and possible tax
ronment in China?
deductions on specific products.
With the opening of the
What difﬁculties are European logistics compamarket, we have seen more and fiercer competition. This
nies facing in China?
in return has led to innovation, which the customer will
welcome.
This is different from company to company and on
what their main focus is in China. Through my work with
On the other hand, with the popularity of advanced
the European Chamber of Commerce, we are trying to
information technology, customer requirements are get-

12
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to the fact that China joined the WTO, more
opportunities have arisen for all companies.
As the chairman of the Logistic Working Group of the European Chamber
in China, what are the most important
suggestions you have for the government relative to logistics?
Each year the so-called White Paper is
published. This is the publication with all
recommendation of the individual working
groups of the European Chamber. This publication is first presented by the European
Chamber President to the EU-Commission
in Brussels. In return, during the yearly
high-level talks, the White Paper is presented to the Chinese Central Government. For
the past three years the Recommendations
from the Logistics Working Group have
been almost the same. We are working with
different departments and bureaus of the
Government, in order to find solutions to
the challenges we see in the Logistics Sector.

“ The development
of the port brings
along changes in
infrastructure. These
in return will bring in
a new wave of multinational companies,
which will facilitate
the setting of new
industry standards. ”

address some of the main issues. We
have updated our White Paper that
the EU-Commission will submit to
the Chinese Government later this
year. Through the participating companies, we have identified at present
time seven main points. To go into details here would
likely breach the boundaries of this interview. But if your
readers have any questions, they can inquire via the European Chamber, or directly with me.
How do you view the competition between domestic and international logistics companies?
The market is rather large in China. Over the years,
domestic and international companies have carved out a
niche for themselves. With the opening of the market, due
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Port Authority
By Richard Mullins

China is rapidly regaining its place at the top of the maritime trading league – and Tianjin Port
is the main element of its Northern strategy

C

hina has a long
and color f u l histor y of mar it i me
exploration and
port trade. Indeed,
some historians claim to have uncovered evidence that Admiral Zheng
He reached the Americas decades
before Christopher Columbus, sailing on junks that dwarfed any vessel
the Europeans could then design.
Throughout much of China’s ancient
history, port cities like Guangzhou
and Quanzhou were hives of activity
as they exported the country’s muchsought treasures like tea and the elegant sets it was served in.
Less glorious days, from the Chinese
perspective, would follow, when the
Europeans moved in to Asia, seizing profitable trading posts wherever
they could. It didn’t take long for the
Americans and Japanese to join them
in the plunder. In the 19th and early
20th centuries, foreign powers forced
an inward-looking, doped-up China
to open its ports, including that of
Tianjin, through the signing of treaties in key cities along the eastern seaboard. Years later, and in part because
of this experience, New China again
decided to eschew most international
trade and cooperation in favor of a
policy of self-reliance. Rust began to
set into relatively idle Chinese ports,
the nation fell far behind the West in
terms of technological innovation.
History began to prove that strategy
ineffective, yet again.
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ties or fishing villages into beacons
for prosperity. Out sail dizzying
quantities of finished or value-added
goods covering almost every category
imaginable, while in come oil tankers, mineral commodities and other
raw materials. Much money has been
invested in improving infrastructures
that link these ports with inland locations. The tide of global superiority
may yet turn back in China’s favor.

Northern Light
Trading Places
But a new strategy in place these past
30 years is helping China to restore
old glories; indeed it is impacting
ever y corner of the globe. Since
the introduction of China’s Reform
and Opening-up Policy in 1978,
the world has witnessed the most
impressive economic miracle it has
ever seen in the re-emergence of this
country as a global economic and political power. Since the days of Mao,
successive Chinese leaders have torn
up the blue-prints for the planned
economy, gradually embraced the
outside world, and opened up trade
and cooperation. The results so far
have been staggering.
Port cities up and down the almost
18,000-kilometer-long coast of the
Chinese mainland have reaped huge
benefits, as they have been transformed from former colonial proper-

As with other aspects of China’s
Reform and Opening-up story, port
development started in the south of
the country, and gradually worked
its way up to the north. One impressive regional project is the “Five
Points in One Line” being developed
in Northeast China’s Liaoning Province. Comprising Huludao/Jinzhou,
Yinkou, Changxing Island, Huayuandao/Zhanghe (both near the
major city of Dalian) and the border
city of Dandong, governments at
local and central levels have been
pouring money into the area to help
realize the rejuvenation of the country’s old manufacturing base. The
province now boasts a thriving shipbuilding industry, brand new manufacturing, technology and research
and development parks with cutting
edge equipment, and, of course,
significant incentives for the mainly
Japanese and Korean businesses that
have opened and continue to open
up production there.
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Beijing, Hebei and Tianjin. Linked
by the world-class Jingjintang Expressway, the corridor has witnessed
increasing traffic in the past few
years, and the establishment of the
Tianjin Economic Development Area
(TEDA) has led to exponential economic expansion. Headier days are to
come as Tianjin’s massive expansion
plans are realized part by part, and it
continues to fulfill its destiny as the
location of the port of choice in the
north for international investment,
manufacturing and logistics giants.

Free Loading

"Five Points in One Line" - the Liaoning Province coastline
But the biggest story in the North
of China relates to Tianjin. In the
years leading up to 2006, it was already ranked as the second-busiest
port in the mainland, behind only
Shanghai, in terms of its capacity to
handle foreign trade. It also enjoys a
reputation as the port with excellent
services. As early as 1997 its service
quality systems for passenger and
cargo transport passed ISO9002GB/T19002 certification. It now
handles all manner of trade between
China and 160 countries and regions
around the world.

the country, still busier days lie ahead
for the dockers at Tianjin Port.
For now though, the bulk of the trade
comes from the “high-tech corridor” that has been established across

Now acting as a magnet for international business is the Tianjin Port
Free Trade Zone. Established in
2005 as part of the Binhai New Area,
the “only free trade zone in northern and northwestern China” also
encompasses the Tianjin Airport
Industrial Park and the Tianjin Airport International Logistics Zone.
The free trade zone is conveniently
linked with regional expressways,
highways, railways and other airports. Logistics companies from
home and abroad can thus easily and
cheaply accomplish the forwarding of goods via road, rail, sea and
air, to and from East and Southeast

While the “Five Points on One
Line” will primarily serve the everexpanding Northeast, Tianjin Port
c ove rs B e ij i ng , He b e i, Sh an x i,
Sha’anxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang,
Inner Mongolia, and more. That is a
lot of business to manage, and, as the
central government has now turned
its attention to developing the west of
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Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone beneﬁts
• no freight impost between FTZ and foreign countries
• no limitation on cargo storage time
• around-the-clock customs clearance services
• fast, efﬁcient inspection and quarantine procedures
• direct delivery and clearance for cargoes transported between
seaport, airport and FTZ
• cargoes may enter in bulk and leave in batches
• immediate distribution and delivery service and concentrated
customs clearance procedures for incoming cargoes
• time-saving procedures quicken capital turnover and lower
transaction costs

Asia, the US, and Africa. Meanwhile,
multinationals are establishing a
presence nearby to get their goods
to market at greatly reduced costs,
enjoying greatly sharpened competitive advantages as they go.
What kinds of benefits, then, does
the FTZ bring to these manufactur-
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ers and major logistics
players? The website
of t h e Ti anj i n Por t
Free Trade Zone Administrative Committee (www.tjftz.gov.cn)
boasts, “In accordance
with the favorable policies granted by the Central Government there
is no freight impost
between the Free Trade
Zone and foreign countries and no limitation
on the time for storage
of cargoes. Tianjin Port
Free Trade Zone offers around-the-clock
customs clearance
services and fast and
efficient inspection and
quarantine procedures.
Cargoes transported
between the seaport and the airport
and Tianjin Port Free Trade Zone
enjoy direct delivery and clearance
and may enter the zone in bulk and
leave the zone in batches. Incoming
cargoes will enjoy immediate distribution and delivery service and
concentrated customs clearance procedures, thus reducing the time taken

for business dealings, quickening the
capital turnover and lowering the
transaction costs. All these factors
combine to create a modern and allnew logistic services mode integrating goods storage, distribution and
delivery functions.”

Development Dreams
That trade is surging is evidenced
by the financial results provided by
Tianjin Port Development (Group)
Co. Ltd, a dominant terminal operator, for the year ending 31 December
2007. According to the report, the
port had handled some 309.6 million tons of cargo in 2007 (a yearly
increase of 20.2%). TEU turnover
amounted to 7.1 million for the year
(a yearly increase of 19.4%).
The Hong Kong-listed company
reported revenue for 2007 of HKD
1,193.8 million, a 15.2% increase over
the figure for 2006. Net profits hit
HKD 240.4 million, up 16.3% over
2006, and the company achieved an
operating profit margin of 25.7%,
up 3.2% over the previous year. Yu
Rumin, President of the Tianjin Port
Development (Group) Co. Ltd., says
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this year’s target is some “330 million
tons of freight traffic and 8.5 million
TEUs of containers.”
“The port has also been updating its sea-lanes, which are now
able to accommodate vessels
with 250,000dwt,” says Yu. If
all goes to plan, that figure will
hit 300,000dwt by 2010, when
the current phase of expansion
is expected to be completed.
By then it should also boast
more than 80 berths for vessels
exceeding 10,000dwt. To help
all this come to fruition, the
government is investing “RMB
45 billion from 2007 to 2010
on the port infrastructure construction,” according to Yu.
The Group’s container handling business was reportedly up too, despite
the fact that no additional berths or
terminal capacity were added during

2007. The Group still “maintained organic growth of 10.9%, and achieved
a throughput of 2.76 million TEUs”,
according to its financial report.

Container business is set to rocket
this year and in 2009, thanks to two
exciting developments. In January
this year, the Group completed its
40% acquisition of Tianjin Port Alliance International Container Ter-

minal Co., Ltd, a four-berth terminal
with a capacity of 1.7 million TEU.
The move is already driving up volume growth this year, and will be a
major contributor to the Group’s
inevitable impressive increases
when the next financial report
comes around. Meanw hile,
Tianjin Port Euro-Asia International Container Dock – a
joint venture signed in 2006
between Tianjin Port Development Holdings, COSCO Pacific
Limit and A.P. Moeller-Maersk
– is expected to open for business in 2009. All of this activity,
the Group reckons, will push
its total capacity to more than
6 million TEUs by 2010, which
could bring its overall market share
of container business to over 50%.
There was good news, too, for the
Group’s logistics interests in 2007. In
August that year, it signed an agree-
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ment with a subsidiary of Singapore
logistics giant Mapletree Investments
Pte Ltd, to establish Haifeng. The
new company will handle the development of logistics warehousing
projects in the Dongjiang section of
Tianjin Port. The Group says it will
have a “land area of approximately
715,000 sqm, yielding a total gross
floor area of approximately 484,000
sqm, or 37 blocks of warehouse space.
The construction of the 4 single-story
warehouses with gross floor area of
about 46,000 sqm was completed and
is expected to begin operation before
June 2008. Haifeng is expected to become a prominent part of the group’s
business in the near future.”
Yu Rumin summed things up in a
Hong Kong media release around the
time of the financial report’s release.
He said, “2007 was a remarkable year
for the Group’s Development. We
have completed expansion projects
18Jul. 2008|Business Tianjin

An eventual Free
Trade Area for
North East Asia is
likely to evolve in
the coming decade
– Tianjin Port is
destined to be the
fulcrum.
that vitalize the Group’s core business with new capacity and tap into
the unprecedented growth potential
in the northern part of the country,
especially the Tianjin Binhai New
District and Dongjiang Port. These
proactive measures have paved the
way for the Group’s prosperous
growth in future.”

Into the Future
Future prospects for Tianjin Port look
good. The Binhai New Area story is
still in the very early chapters, as foreign investment and business ratchet
up across every sector that this rapidly growing part of the city courts.
Meanwhile, talk of an eventual Free
Trade Area for North East Asia is
likely to evolve into concrete action in
the coming decade. The political differences that have thus far impeded
its establishment are being ironed out
as China, Japan and Korea make conscientious, money-motivated efforts
to overcome them. As the three sides’
respective economies become evermore-closely interwoven, Northeast
Asia should in time take its rightful
place and emerge as a heavyweight
on the global stage. Tianjin Port will
be instrumental to the process; it is
destined to be the fulcrum when it
becomes a reality. ■

POLICY EXPLANATION

China Import Licensing System

Importer Status
Importing and exporting commodities in
China used to be monopolized by the State for
many years, usually operated by designated
state-owned companies and closed to any other private business or non-designated entity.
Simon Bai
Winners Law Firm

Following the 2001
entry into the WTO,
trading rights (the
right to import and
export) and the
ability to own and
operate distribution
networks were progressively phased in
over three years.
Since 1 July 2004,
an automatic registration system has
been established,
abolishing the
previous approval
requirements and
allowing any individual or enterprise
that intends to engage in import and
export of products
to carry out such
business activities.
Measures for Registration of Foreign Trade Operators promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) on 25 June 2004 and entered into
effect on 1 July 2004 are based on the revised
Foreign Trade Law. They specify registration
rules applicable to operators of commodity or
technology import-export business (“foreign
trade operators”). Pursuant to the Measures,
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obtaining trading rights status by foreign
trade operator via registration and filing is
rather straightforward and much simplified
from before.
Under the Measures, foreign trade operators
may complete registration with MOFCOM or
the local commerce administrations authorised by it.
A foreign trade
operator needs to
submit a completed
registration form
supported by the
following documents:
• a copy of its business license;
• a copy of its organisation code
certificate;
• a copy of its Certificate of Investment Approval (in
case of a foreigninvested enterprise);
• a copy of a credit
certificate issued by
a notary public.
The local registration authority
shall complete the
registration and return the stamped registration form within five days. The operator then
has thirty (30) days to complete the relevant
formalities with the local customs, inspection
and quarantine, foreign exchange, tax and
other authorities.
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Overview of Import Licensing System
The import licensing regime in China can be roughly divided into three categories, none of which imposes any
quantitative restriction or quotas, namely:
1. Import licensing

ucts, iron ore, crude oil, processed oil, pesticide, sliced
or chipped polyester, automobile tires, terylene, steel and
steel billet.
Import TRQ is an administrative measure that applies to
products, primarily of the agricultural sector, subject to
import restrictions: grain, cotton, sugar, wool, wool top
and chemical fertilizer.

2. Automatic import licensing
3. Import tariff rate quota (TRQ)
In accordance with article two of The Measures for the
Administration of Licenses for the Import of Goods, import
license applies to the products that are subject to import
restriction, which includes chemicals that may be used in
producing military weapons, narcotic drugs or toxicants,
as well as ozone-depleting materials.
Automatic import licensing applies to products that are
generally free from import restrictions: vegetable oil, wine,
tobacco, asbestos, copper ore, coal, terephthalic acid, plastic raw materials, natural rubber, synthetic rubber, waste
paper, synthetic fiber cloth, cellulose diacetate filament
tow, copper, aluminum, mechanical and electrical prod-

China eliminated all the quantitative restrictions on imports on 1 January 2005, and products previously subject
to quantitative restrictions were moved into the category
of free importation or automatic import licensing.

Governing Laws
The State Council of the PRC promulgated the Regulations
on Administration of Import and Export of Goods which
sets out import licensing procedures.
MOFCOM promulgated The Measures for the Administration of Licenses for the Import of Goods and The Measures
for the Administration of Licenses for Automatic Import of
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Goods, which provide for implementing details of import
licensing procedures. Both Measures were revised in 2004.
Pursuant to the above two Ministry decrees, MOFCOM
publishes annually, in the form of Ministry announcement,
the Catalogue of Goods Subject to Import License Administration and the Catalogue of Goods Subject to Automatic
Import Licensing Administration, which provides the full
list of products subject to import licensing procedures, except for those goods under tariff rate quota administration.

In order to obtain an import license, a foreign trade operator shall submit the qualified Enterprise Legal Person
Registration Business License which is duly reviewed annually, and either the completed Form of Archival Filing
and Registration of Foreign Trade Operators or the qualification certificate of import and export enterprises. If the
operator is a foreign-funded enterprise, it shall also submit
the Certificate of Investment Approval for a foreign-funded enterprise. If the goods to be imported fall within the
scope of goods that are exclusively traded by state-owned
agencies or there are other requirements of qualification
required by the State, the relevant supporting documents
of MOFCOM shall also be provided.

MOFCOM and the National Development and Reform
Commission jointly promulgated the Interim Measures on
Administration of Tariff Rate Quota for Importation of Agricultural Products in the form
The administration of imof Ministry Decree. General
port license maintains a genTo obtain an import license, a foreignAdministration of Customs
eral principle of “one license
funded enterprise shall submit its
likewise promulgated the
for one customs house”. In
Interim Measures on the Adaddition, an import license
Certiﬁcate of Investment Approval and
ministration of Tariff Rate
shall be used in line with
Enterprise Legal Person Registration
Quota for Importation of Ferthe rule of “one batch, one
Business License, as well as either the
tilizers in the form of Minlicense”.
completed Form of Archival Filing and
istry Decree. In accordance
Registration of Foreign Trade Operawith these two decrees, the
“One license for one customs
quantities of TRQ, allocation
house” means that an import
tors or the qualiﬁcation certiﬁcate of
methods and application
license may only be declared
import and export enterprises.
requirements for products
at one customs house. “One
under TRQ system are pubbatch, one license” suggests
lished annually in the form of Ministry Announcement.
that an import license may be used in customs declaration only once within its validity, i.e. one license cannot
be used twice for different batches of imported goods un1. Scope and Application of Import Licenses
less expressly approved; whereas a “non-one batch, one
The import license is applicable to the import of goods
license” may be used many times in customs declaration
within the Catalogue for Goods Subject to the Administration
within its validity, but not more than 12 times, providing
of Import License which is updated annually by MOFCOM.
that customs stamps an “endorsement of customs examination and release” seal on the back of the license. Such
Pursuant to article six of The Measures for the Administraa license is only valid for a stated quantity, however, such
tion of Licenses for the Import of Goods, the import license
that each use of the license detracts from its total allowed
is the legal basis by which the state authorities administer
imported batches.
the import of goods. Unless otherwise specified by the
State, a foreign trade operator shall apply for an import
2. Scope and Application of Automatic Licenses
license to the designated license-issuing agency for those
goods subject to the administration of import license beThe Measures for the Administration of License for the Aufore the import. And customs shall process customs cleartomatic Import of Goods apply to the import of goods as
ance declaration and release the goods in accordance with
provided in the Catalogue of Goods Subject to the Autosuch import license.
matic Import License Administration into the territory of
the PRC by foreign trade operators.
MOFCOM, together with the General Administration of
Customs promulgate the annual Catalogue for Goods SubWhen applying for an automatic import license, a conject to the Administration of Import License. MOFCOM is
signee who files such an application shall submit the folresponsible for formulating, adjusting and promulgating
lowing materials:
the annual Catalogue for Graded License Issuance of Goods
Subject to the Administration of Import License.
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• a qualification certificate for the consignee to undertake the import and export of goods, archival filing
and registration documents, and the Certificate of
Investment Approval of a foreign-invested enterprise;
• an application form for the automatic import license;
• the contract on the import of the goods in question;
• an agreement (original) on the import by agency if
the import is carried out through agency;

free to import by paying the over-quota tariff, which is not
available under a regular quota. If the difference between
the domestic and international price exceeds the overquota tariff, the importer still profits despite paying the
over-quota tariff.
China’s National Development and Reform Commission
and MOFCOM jointly issued a series of regulations in 2005
and 2006 with respect to quantities, application conditions
and allocation methods of TRQs in relation to the imports
of grain, cotton, sugar, wool, wood top and fertilizers.

• materials proving the uses of imported goods or the
final users;
• materials as listed in the
Catalogue to be submitted which may vary for
different goods; and
• where required, other
necessary materials to be
submitted as prescribed
by MOFCOM.

The allocation of import TRQs for agricultural products is
evaluated by taking into account the number of applicants,
historical import performances, production capacity
A Tariff Rate Quota (TRQ) is twoand other relevant commertiered: a lower in-quota tariff
cial standards (or on a firstcome, first-served basis for
applies to imports within a certain
wool and wool top). TRQs
amount; a higher over-quota tariff
are annually reallocated on a
applies to subsequent imports that
first-come, first-served basis
as well.
exceed the prescribed amount.

The consignee is responsible
for the authenticity of submitted materials. A consignee may apply for an automatic
import license directly from the license-issuing authority
in written form or online.

For duly completed application, the license issuing authority shall, within 10 working days upon receipt of such application, issue an automatic import license.
3. Scope and Application of Tariff Rate Quotas

A TRQ warrant for grain,
cotton and sugar, which is required for Customs clearance,
is valid throughout the calendar year, with an extension
possible where the original warrant expires when an import contract is not yet fulfilled, but no later than the end
of the following February. A TRQ for wool and wool top
is valid for six months with an extension permitted where
the original warrant expires when the import is not completed or contract is not fulfilled, but again no later the
end of the following February.■

The 1996 Uruguay Round Agreement
on Agriculture was a step toward free
trade with special considerations for
agricultural sectors. The Agreement lifts
bans and quotas on imports, but allows
their conversion into tariff-rate quotas,
which function like quotas.
A TRQ is a two-tiered tariff. In any given period of time, a lower in-quota tariff is applied to imports that are within
a certain amount while a higher overquota tariff is applied to all subsequent
imports that exceed the prescribed
amount.
A TRQ is not considered a quantitative
restriction because it does not limit import quantities per se. The importer is
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Basic Policies for Areas under
Special Customs Supervision

A
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s a means of facing
the growth of Chinese
international trade,
China has established
a series of areas under special customs supervision. These areas have
been established with approval from
the State Council and the General
Administration of Customs and
can be mainly classified as Bonded
Warehouses, Export Supervision
Warehouses, Bonded Logistics
Centers, Free Trade Zones, Export
Processing Zones, Free Trade Port
Areas and Bonded Logistics Parks
(collectively, the Special Areas).
These Special Areas are quite attractive for import or export enterprises
focusing on international markets,
since according to relevant laws and
regulations, enterprises located within these
areas may enjoy certain preferential treatment, such as exemption of tariffs and tax refund. As a result of such features, and in order
to attract enterprises and promote local economic development, many local governments
have established or have applied to establish
such Special Areas.
The categorization of these Special Areas is
based mainly on their function, location and
size, rather than on their applicable policies.
As a result, some preferential policies in areas
included in the same category may be similar
while in others they may be different. In this
article we will provide an outlook on the basic
policies for such areas, mainly focusing on foreign exchange, tax and customs supervision.

Categories of Special Areas
Bonded Warehouses: warehouses approved
by Customs specifically used to store goods
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for export processing with supplied or imported materials as well as goods that have
been approved by Customs to go through
declaration procedures at a later stage.
Export Supervision Warehouses: warehouses used to store and deliver goods that have
completed their export clearance procedures.
Bonded Logistics Centers: areas run by one
or more logistics enterprises, combining features of Bonded Warehouses and Export Supervision Warehouses, and including features
such as simple processing, international trade
of goods, international transfer of goods and
carrying trade.
Free Trade Zones: bonded areas established
upon approval from the State Council, dedicated to bonded warehousing, international
trade and export processing.

LEGAL ASSISTANCE

Export Processing Zones: special bonded areas where
export-oriented processing enterprises and other related
storage and transport enterprises are established.
Free Trade Port Areas: specific zones including ports and
their adjacent areas, being ports as well as logistics and
processing zones. They serve international transfer, delivery, procurement, carrying trade and export processing.
Bonded Logistics Parks: areas established within Free
Trade Zones or specific port areas adjacent to Free Trade
Zones dedicated to storage, transfer, simple processing of
bonded goods and international trade.

Taxation
Preferential tax policies for areas under special customs
supervision are one of the most attractive advantages for
entrepreneurs. Among the main laws and regulations
governing businesses located in areas under special customs supervision are the Procedures on Customs Control
over Free Trade Areas (1997), the Interim Measures for the
Tax Administration of Export Processing Zones (2000), the
Interim Measures of the Customs for Administration of Ex-

port Processing
Zones (amended
in 2003), the
Measures of the
Customs of the
People’s Republic
of China for the
Administration
of Bonded Logistics Parks (2005)
and the Interim
Measures for the
Administration
of Free Port of
the People’s Republic of China
(2007).
In relation to exports, and according to the Interim
Measures for the Tax Administration of Export Processing
Zones, Export Processing Zones are treated as areas located outside Chinese territory. Once domestic goods are
transported into such zones the seller shall be entitled to
the export tax refund applicable to exported goods. For
example, when locally manufactured equipments, raw
materials, parts and components or packaging materials are sold to enterprises located in Export Processing
Zones by enterprises located outside such zones, if such
goods have already been transported into the Export
Processing Zone, the seller will be able to get the respective tax refund from the tax authorities. These policies
are also applicable to Free Trade Port Areas and Bonded
Logistics Parks. Notwithstanding, it must be taken into
consideration that the policy in Free Trade Zones slightly
differs from the above referred Special Areas in this particular aspect, since the seller can only apply for duty
free treatment or tax refund after the goods have actually
been transported outside Chinese territory.
Enterprises located in Special Areas can also enjoy preferential treatment regarding import tariffs for goods such as
(i) machinery and equipment used for infrastructural construction projects for manufacturing premises and infrastructural materials for warehouses in these Special Areas,
(ii) machinery, equipment and molds required for manufacturing in Special Areas and parts and fittings required
for their maintenance, and (iii) reasonable quantities of office articles for self-use of such enterprises. Comparatively,
enterprises located outside such areas must pay tariffs for
these goods, implying a reduction of expenses for enterprises located in Special Areas.
Goods processed or manufactured within Export Process-
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ing Zones and Free Trade Port Areas
which are exported directly overseas or
purchased by entities also located in these
areas are not subject to value-added tax
or consumption tax. In addition, goods
transported from Free Trade Port Areas to
areas located outside the Chinese territory
are generally entitled to export duty free.
Many enterprises take advantage of these
policies in order to reduce costs and improve capital utilization. In this sense, one
enterprise may establish a new entity and
warehouse in a Bonded Logistics Park,
transport goods directly into such Bonded
Logistics Park and therefore benefit from
immediate granting of tax refund. However, due to the existent differences among
tax policies in force in these areas and extensive supervision from local authorities,
any tax planning based on these policies
must be made with proper caution and on
a case-by-case basis.

Foreign Exchange Matters
Compared with enterprises located outside Special Areas, enterprises located in
these areas may enjoy less burdensome
requirements regarding foreign exchange
matters. Due to foreign exchange control
in China, any business between enterprises registered in China – either domestic
or foreign-invested – may not be settled
using foreign exchange, and such enterprises must conduct foreign exchange
verification and settlement for their international trade.
In 2007 the Chinese legislature promulgated the Measures on the Administration of Foreign Exchange in Bonded
Areas, which is the main regulation governing foreign
exchange matters in Special Areas located in China – areas
such as Free Trade Zones, Export Processing Areas, Bonded Logistic Parks and Free Trade Port Areas – harmonizing foreign exchange administration rules for enterprises
located in Special Areas. Following the promulgation of
these Measures, and as evidence of such harmonization, a
uniform foreign exchange registration certificate has been
launched for all Special Areas and foreign exchange bank
accounts of enterprises located in Special Areas.
Special Areas have specific policies for the settlement of
foreign exchange. According to the Measures on the Ad-
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ministration of Foreign Exchange in Bonded Areas, business
between Special Areas and overseas countries shall usually be priced and settled in foreign currency. The trade
of goods between Special Areas and outer areas located
within Chinese territory may be priced and settled either
in RMB or foreign currency; expenditures related to such
trade of goods shall be priced and settled in accordance
with commercial practice; service fees shall be priced
and settled in RMB. Dealing within Special Areas may be
priced and settled either in RMB or foreign currency and
all governmental administrative fees collected in Special
Areas shall be priced and settled in RMB.

Customs Supervision and Requirements
According to relevant laws and regulations, in general
there are no import and export quotas and license controls
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meet the requirements of national
industr y development, and carr y
out their business without extensive
energy consumption or serious pollution. In Export Processing Zones
it is only possible to establish three
types of enterprises: export processing
enterprises, warehousing enterprises
specially providing services to export
processing enterprises, and transportation enterprises focusing on inbound
and outbound transportation of goods.
Enterprises located in Bonded Logistics Parks can only engage in simple
processing such as classification, selection, labeling or alteration of packaging of goods, while sales or processing
manufacture is forbidden.

over interflow of goods between Free Trade Port Areas
or Bonded Logistics Parks and areas located outside Chinese territory. In addition, except for passive export quota
control, there are no restrictions over interflow of goods
between Processing Zones or Free Trade Zones and areas
located outside Chinese territory. There are also no time
limitations for the storage of goods in these areas, with the
exception of goods stored for over two years, which shall
be recorded with Customs on an annual basis after such
two years have elapsed.

The above-described basic policies for
Special Areas play an important role
in Chinese economic development,
and constitute a critical element in
foreign investors’ decision-making.
It is commonly admitted that there is
currently no flawless nor nationwide
plan for such Special Areas and that
there are different understandings of
these policies among local authorities.
It has been reported that the Chinese
government is envisaging the restructuring of functions and policies for the
different categories of Special Areas,
mainly by reclassifying Special Areas
into two single categories: Customs
Supervised Units, which will include
current Bonded Warehouses, Export
Supervision Warehouses and Bonded Logistics Centers –
since and as long as these are run by one enterprise – and
Customs Supervised Areas, which will include the remaining categories of currently existing Special Areas. It is also
reported that the Chinese government may be envisaging
the promulgation of specific standards for setting up Special Areas so to ensure that the establishment of such areas
is in compliance with both national and local interests.■

There are specific requirements for the establishment of
enterprises in Special Areas. Usually, the enterprise to be
established must have independent legal person status
and can only be a branch under special circumstances.
Enterprises located in Free Trade Port Areas must also
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Big projects activate Tianjin
China Investment, June 2008
Tianjin Binhai New Area has
become a focus of the 21st century
investment boom in China, and
in the global investment strategy
Tianjin is poised to become the
economic center of northern China.
To p p i n g t h e l i s t o f m a j o r
multinational enterprise projects
settling down in Tianjin are the
Airbus A320 assembly line, SinoSingapore Tianjin Eco-city, nextgeneration carrier-rocket production base, China Petroleum and
Chemical Corporation one-million-ton ethylene project, Tianjin
Linggang Industrial Area and East Port Free Trade Zone. These
big projects have not only increased economic output, they have
become symbols of Tianjin Binhai New Area.
An official with the Tianjin Development and Planning
Commission said that the key project industry chain will create
more regional development and ensure the future development
of Binhai New Area. This effect has already been observed in
the 11 aviation manufacturing firms that have settled down in
Tianjin Airport Industrial Park in response to the Airbus A320
project. More than 30 aviation industry projects are currently
being discussed – 10 directly related to the Airbus project.

What enlightenments does
the earthquake leave Chinese
enterprises?
Contemporary Manager, June 2008
The 8.0 magnitude Wenchuan
Earthquake of 12 May 2008 collapsed innumerable houses and
took tens of thousands of lives.
In the wake of this disaster, the
abstract term social responsibility
gained a concrete face.
Post-quake social responsibility
expressed by state-owned and private enterprises reinforced Chinese
pride. Donations by major enterprises Mengniu, Changhong,
GOME, Wang Laoji and others ranged from 10 thousand to 100
million RMB.
Though many thriving enterprises donated money and goods
to the disaster areas, disaster-struck enterprises showed the most
resolve. The factory of Dongfang Turbine Co., Ltd. / Dongfang
Electric Corporation collapsed, damaging equipment and stagnating production, yet in late-May was able to secure a contract
to provide CNY 1.25 billion in wind turbines. Jiannanchun spirits company, which had lost 40% of its liquor, had somehow still
managed to provide water for earthquake survivors until government supply vehicles arrived. The chairman of Changhong,
a Mianyang company whose production was suspended by the
quake, led his staff in relief work and fund raising, ignoring the
enterprise’s earthquake losses.
In becoming main contributors to earthquake relief efforts,
China's major enterprises shook off their profit-machine image.
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Table Tennis Rematch Recalls US, China Ping-Pong
Diplomacy
VOA News, 11 June 2008
A table tennis tournament was held June 10-12 commemorated the historic ping-pong diplomacy that helped open relations
between the United States and China in the 1970s.
Modern relations between the two superpowers began when,
in April 1971, an American player missed his bus at the world table tennis championship in Japan. A Chinese player suggested he
ride with the Chinese team. The two players exchanged gifts, and
hearing of the exchange Premier Zhou Enlai immediately invited
the US team to play in China.
At that time, the Chinese players were regarded as the best in
the world. American George Braithwaite said he was suspicious
in 1971 when he won two out of three matches against Chinese
star Liang Geliang. The Americans soon realized the Chinese
players were letting them win some games.
This year’s reenactment of the historic event, at the Richard
Nixon Presidential Library in California, featured a rematch of
some of the original players. Braithwaite, now 69, said he has
been practicing hard for the rematch.
"One advantage that athletes have over diplomats is that
they do not have to take a stand," said Olympic historian David
Wallechinsky. "They can act as individuals. They can represent
themselves and make that effort to become friends.”

Appreciation for Chinese
Consumers
Wall Street Journal Asia, 12 June
2008
In real, trade-weighted terms
the CNY has moved less than 10%
since July 2005, while nominally
rising 19% against the USD over the
period. Since oil is priced in dollars,
a rising yuan makes it cheaper for
China to buy and import oil.
If the yuan were still at the preJuly 2005 rate of 8.27 to the dollar,
national oil companies’ (Sinopec, PetroChina and CNOOC)
bills for imported oil in the first four months of 2008 would have
been an additional USD 7 billion. Their refinery arms are already
operating at a loss due to price controls on gasoline and diesel.
Assuming that oil prices and exchange rates stay where they are
today, the import savings for this calendar year will total almost
USD 23 billion on crude alone. Appreciation is thus a natural
"hedge" against rising oil prices for China.
The same economics apply to China's iron ore and steel
importers. From January to April this year roughly USD 4 billion
was saved on those purchases thanks to yuan appreciation. At
current rates they are on track to save USD 13.6 billion for 2008.
And on the story goes for state-dominated importers of basic
chemicals, copper, soybeans, pulp and the like.
Full year 2008 savings for importers of the aforementioned
hard and soft commodity groups alone is likely to exceed USD
56 billion. And all this is happening while China's exports are
still up 21% year-on-year through April.

MANAGEMENT TIPS

Feedback – A Leadership
Responsibility
Volume 6
The author:
Wolfgang Knüfer can look back at a successful career as an international manager and management consultant. He works as a coach
with main emphases on leadership, time management, sales and communication for a variety of companies worldwide. The list of
his references covers well-known enterprises and organizations like IBM in Atlanta, Thyssen-Krupp in Düsseldorf, Pacific Bell in San
Francisco, Harada in Osaka, Karstadt in Essen and Siemens in Tianjin. Wolfgang Knüfer has been working for the European Chamber of Commerce in Tianjin and makes himself available for exclusive seminars on diverse management and leadership topics.

A

s I have mentioned in earlier articles, one of
the greatest causes of performance problems
is inadequate
feedback. Feedback is one of the all-important
consequences that affect a
person’s willingness to perform
effectively. Feedback concepts
and skills are so critical to good
management that we should
examine them in depth.
Billions of yuan and work
hours worldwide are devoted
to formal performance appraisal/review systems. Employees at all levels, from janitors to chairmen of the board,
simply must know – “How
am I doing?” Some managers think that the annual or
semiannual formal performance review session takes care
of employee’s feedback needs;
nothing could be further from
the truth.

needs, you can bet it isn’t healthy. If you want your team
to be champions, you must give them balanced feedback
every day.

Feedback – the sterile
conduit
I make very few flat statements when dealing with human behavior, but this is one:
“Every healthy system needs
feedback”. If I had the power
to change only one thing in
organizational life, I would
magically give every manager
the willingness and ability to
provide balanced feedback –
both positive and negative.
Feedback is one of the most
important aspects of effective
leadership and management.

In most work situations, employee’s self-esteem and sense
of accomplishment are related
“Feedback is the breakfast
to seeing themselves doing
of champions”
something worthwhile with
their work lives. Because most
of us prefer the immediate
Employees need feedback on
gratification of a short-cycle satisfaction loop, the faster
almost a daily basis. In The One-Minute Manager, Blanthe feedback the better. Most jobs, with the exception of
chard and Johnson have printed the following profound
professional athletes whose score changes the instant a
statement in bold to fill an entire page – “Feedback is the
goal is made, have longer-term feedback systems: monthly
breakfast of champions”. Every healthy system needs feedor quarterly sales quotas met, products shipped, students
back. If a system is not getting enough feedback to meet its
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level. The day you start providing feedback at the task
level is the day you become a better manager. Feedback
at the task level seems to produce a sense of balance,
harmony, and equity between the employees and their
bosses. It just feels right.

educated, buildings completed
and so on.

What is the relationship between feedback and leadership?
Given that there are over three hundred definitions of
leadership, your opinion is as good as mine. But from my
vantage point, as a serious student of leadership and management for more years than I like to recall, I see a definite
correlation between a person’s ability for focusing the efforts of others (leadership) and his or her feedback skills.
Agreed, leadership is the mix of many skills in a countless
variety of combinations, but I have found some common
treads among most successful leaders: they help people
see their vision every day; the help people understand
what they are doing; they are skillful at giving feedback.
Feedback and positive reinforcement can have a profound
impact on motivation and performance.

We train at the task level,
T h e re i s a b a s i c v a r i a n c e
between the feedback needs of
lead at the task level, ﬁre
employees and the feedback
at the task level. But for
system inherent in the world
of work. A skillful supervisor/
some unexplained reason
manager is sensitive to this
we give feedback at the
variance and takes action to
fill the gap. The supervisor
job level. The day you start
should serve as a real-time,
providing feedback at the
sterile conduit of feedback
f rom t h e l ong - te r m go a l s
task level is the day you
of the organization as they
become a better manager.
relate to the specific shortterm feedback needs of the
employees. The term sterile in
this context means objective,
candid, unbiased and most of all, honest.

Feedback – never say
“problem”
In giving feedback, the major
purpose is to communicate effectively – i.e., to create understanding. For this to happen,
the recipient must not only
hear but actually listen. People generally listen to positive
feedback, our ego and selfesteem love to splash and play
in rivers of praise. That same
fragile self-esteem has a builtin defense mechanism that
helps protect our ego from
unwanted negative feedback.

The feedback should keep employees focused every day on
the specific tasks and activities they need to accomplish
in order to achieve the organization’s long-term goals.
Annual performance appraisals are certainly needed, but
they are not timely enough. This necessity becomes easier
to remember if you imagine the entire staff perpetually
wearing a t-shirt that says, “Make me feel important.”

Feedback given at the task level
People do not do jobs; they do tasks. We train at the task
level, lead at the task level, fire at the task level. But for
some unexplained reason we give feedback at the job
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s not difficult to find the bad news. Yet every organization
has plenty of good news; look for it and take good notes.
When I meet with the responsible manager after studying
his or her operation, I start by listing positive things I have
noticed. If you get one level below the glaringly obvious,
you will develop instant credibility as an observant person.
So far, they are listening; you are communicating.

As the conversation passes through neutral going south
towards criticism, the ego almost automatically turns
off the listening process, regardless of the fidelity of our
hearing. Therein lies our dilemma: How do we get people
to actually listen to constructive, though negative, feedback? Let me share with you a consultant’s trade secret
to short-circuit the automatic cut-off switch when giving
negative feedback.
You must open the recipient’s mind and make him
or her want to listen. You
guessed it – you give him or
her good news first. Credible, positive feedback works
wonders in getting and
holding people’s attention,
because everyone needs it
and values it, and no one
gets nearly enough of it in
the world of work.
Notice I said “credible, positive feedback”. This requires
you to do your homework
and pay attention. When I
am conducting the assessment phase of a consulting
engagement, I give equal
time to finding things that
are working well: systems
that perform the way they
are supposed to, people
who don’t stop at the last
period in their job description, and so on. Since all of
us are flawed, and since organizations are made up of
groups of flawed people, it’
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Once I have the listener’s attention I need to delicately
move from positive facts and opinions to reporting unemotional observations of areas I view as problems. I
call that “shining light in dark corners”. Let’s assume that
the organization has a snarl of a backlog in the shipping
department. You could say something like, “I was in the
shipping department yesterday and noticed some boxes
in the far left labeled May 2008. I wondered why they
were there.”
Let’s carefully analyze the wording. The manager’s clearly
got a backlog problem, but if I describe it as a “problem”
he or she may either stop listening or turn hostile because
the term “problem” itself is negative, judgmental and ac-
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cusatory. What one must do is describe
the situation or condition in totally neutral and non-judgmental terms. As the
listener begins to visualize the picture I
am painting, he or she mentally compares
that picture with what he or she thinks is
there or wants to be there. The client sees
the difference between those two pictures
as a “problem”. They will often say, “It
sounds like we have a backlog problem in
shipping.” The minute managers use the
word “problem” of their own free will,
they own it. Never say the word “problem”
first; let the listener do that.

Employees not
only want to
solve their own
problems, but
they also want
to maintain
their dignity in
the process.

problems; I can diagnose
a problem in a very short
time, but I cannot seem to
get the client to see it. What
really bugs me is that I am a
hell of a lot smarter that you
are, but you stay busy while
my consulting practice is
sputtering.” Over the second
cup of coffee we discussed
the fact that consultants
have no power – they only
have influence. Diagnosing
the problem is a relatively
easy first step. The hard part
is getting the client (the
person with power) to buy
in willingly – i.e., to take
action and accept personal
responsibility for solving the
problem. With the responsibility and accountability also goes the
credit. My friend now understands that
clients not only want to solve their own
problems, but they also want to maintain
their dignity in the process.■

A fellow cons u l t a nt a n d I
went to lunch
r e c e n t l y. H e
was frustrated
because his
business was
falter ing. He
holds a doctorate in organizational behavior
and has many
years experience as a college professor. After a few minutes of verbally dancing around the deeper issue, he finally
blurted out, “I am an expert in solving organizational
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Tianjin High-end
Residential Market

T

ianjin has experienced strong economic
growth over the last 5 years, with significant
increases in GDP and real estate investment. This growth, promoted by the city’s
economic positioning, has resulted in massive urban
development, making Tianjin a new hot area for real estate investment the likes of first-tier cities Shanghai and
Beijing. Investment in residential properties accounts for
approximately three-quarters of the total real estate investment in Tianjin.

High-end residential market
in Tianjin’s six urban districts

The supply of high-end residential in Nankai district has
outstripped the other five districts with the development
of Laochengxiang Area and Olympic Area.
Hebei, Hedong and Hongqiao districts, which are less-developed, have showed a lower level of high-end residential
development.

High-end Residential Distribution
There are three major high-end residential areas in urban
Tianjin: Meijiang (Hexi District), Laochengxiang and
Olympic Area (both Nankai District). TEDA (Tanggu District) in Binhai New Area is worth mentioning as well.

The Tianjin Real Estate Bureau defines residences with
an average price above RMB8,000/sqm in 2007 as highend residential, yet the current average sale price exceeds
RMB10,000/sqm in the six urban districts.
From 2003, urban infrastructure construction injected new
vitality into the development
of residential buildings in
Tianjin’s six urban districts.
High-end residentials are
mainly centralized in Heping,
Hexi, Nankai districts due to
more convenient living facilities and transportation in
these three districts.
At the center of the urban
area, Heping district is the seat
of the municipal government.
The district has a large concentration of established high-end
residential properties while
new supply in the area is limited.

Meijiang Area, in the south of Hexi District, is Tianjin’s
original luxury residential area, established in 2000. A
number of mid- to high-end residential projects, such as
Huaxia Classic and Mind Land International, were developed in the area. Meijiang has
attracted individuals prizing
proximity to the city's unique
water-scenery resources. In
Q1/2008, two new Meijiang
projects entered the market: Life of the Waterbank
and Hous e More. Tianjin
Lake offered sale prices of
RMB12,000/sqm in Q1/2008,
down 800/sqm from Q4/2007;
Life of the Waterbank asked an
opening price of RMB10,000/
sqm in Q1/2008. These two
projects led the average Meijiang price in Q1/2008, down
Location of the major high-end residential areas
by 5.5% from Q4/2007.

Hexi District, to the south, saw a sizeable volume of highend residential projects come onto the market in 2003 and
2004, largely as a result of the establishment of Tianjin's
premier residential area, Meijiang.
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Laochengxiang in northeast Nankai District is a largescale urban redevelopment scheme which began in June of
2003. It is considered to be a traditional area, well-known
for its typical old-Tianjin style and social customs. The
redevelopment of the area has already borne fruit with the
construction of Tianjin First Block and the recent completion of several phases of R&F City. In Q1/2008, no new

REAL ESTATE

Magnetic Capital

Residential prices of three major areas, Q1/2008

homes presenting a conception of comfortable life, led by
the well-known representative project of Magnetic Capital. Driven by the 2008 Olympic Games, the average price
of Olympic Area residential reached RMB13,400/sqm in
Q1/2008, up 3.07% from Q4/2007.

supply entered the Laochengxiang Area market. The average price of Laochengxiang Area is RMB13,100/sqm, up
0.7% from Q4/2007.

High-end residential sales prices in Tianjin had experienced a strong increase in 2007. A series of macroeconomic control measures implemented by the Chinese government to cool down the overheated real estate market
affected the Tianjin high-end residential property market
in the first half of 2008.

Olympic Area offers beautiful views, convenient transportation, and top-notch education and entertainment facilities. Most projects in this area are positioned as luxury

In addition to the low base price of new project Life
of Waterbank and discounted price of Tianjin Lake in
Meijiang Area, the recently discounted prices adopted

Magnetic Capital
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by other projects – especially in some well-decorated
residential developments such as Up Town and Magnetic
Capital – suggest price stability of the high-end residential market in 2008, rather than the booming growth experienced in 2007.

High-end Residential Market in
TEDA, Binhai New Area
Binhai New Area lies in the eastern seaboard of Tianjin.
Promotion of Tianjin’s city positioning and many preferential policies in Binhai New Area have attracted increasing numbers of MNCs. With companies such as Motorola
and Toyota settling down in TEDA, the influx of a large
number of foreign and high-income employees resulted in
sustained high levels of demand and consequently increasing supply of high-end residential development.

Highlighted project: Tianjin Eco-city
The Sino-Singapore Tianjin Eco-city is a strategic cooperation project between China and Singapore to improve
living environments and build an eco-culture. The two
nations had previously jointly constructed Suzhou Industrial Park.
In Q4/2007, Binhai New Area was officially declared the
site of the new Eco-city project. The project is a platform
for technologies in eco-environmental protection, energy

The ground-breaking ceremony
for the Eco-city is scheduled to
take place in Tianjin this month.

Several high-end residential projects developed by large
re a l e s t ate c omp an i e s , s u ch
as Vanke and Vantone, have
emerged in TEDA, the core commercial area in Binhai New Area.
These high-end residential developments averaged RMB10,300/
sqm in Q1/2008, slightly lower
than in urban Tianjin, as there
are not as many well-decorated
units in TEDA.

conservation, and green architecture in China. It will be an R&D
demonstration center as well as an
ecologically industrial base at the
national level, constructing an ecologically inhabitable model city.
The Eco-city will comprise a
30-square-kilometer "modern
town", combining living, recreational and business facilities, and
forming a gathering area for modern service-oriented industries.
It has a planned population of
350,000, including 60,000 nonnative employees.

As a result of limited land for
residential development in the
major high-end residential areas
mentioned above, new supply is
expected to shift to non-central locations and further east to Binhai
New Area.

L e d b y Ke p p e l G r o u p f r o m
Singapore and TEDA Group in
China, the ground-breaking ceremony for the Eco-city
is scheduled to take place in Tianjin this month. Other
project milestones include the completion of the Ecocity Master Plan at the end of March 2008, and the detailed plans for the initial management area at the end
of May 2008.
Magnetic Capital

Article is written by Savills Property Services (Beijing)
Co., Ltd. Tianjin Branch.

Major high-end residential projects in TEDA, Binhai New Area
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EUROPEAN CHAMBER IN TIANJIN
NEW PUBLICATION

RECENT EVENTS

2007/2008 European Business in China
Position Paper

Seminar – Implementation of new
Labour Contract Law

The Position Paper is
published each year and
represents the overall view
of European Companies
doing business in China. It
details the key concerns and
recommendations of each
of the 30 Working Groups in
regard to WTO implementation issues, trade issues beyond China's WTO
commitments, regulatory issues and broader
policy-related issues. The Position Paper is
presented to the Chinese government and EU
authorities each year with the aim of improving
the investment climate in China.

18 June 2008

experience and expertise, briefed their audience
on key issues of these legislations as well as
implications for businesses and employers. The
European Chamber Tianjin Chapter will submit
member comments to relevant local government

Price:
Members: RMB250
Non-members: RMB500
The Position Paper is also available in CD-ROM
format.

2008 Business Directory
The Business Directory is
produced annually and lists
Members of the Chamber as
well as EU Member States'
Embassies, Consulates
and Business Associations
details. The 2008 Business
Directory includes over 1000
Corporate Members. It is the
ideal reference source for
the European business community in China.

authorities. These comments, as well as the
Labour Contract Law and Implementation Rules,
can be downloaded from the Chamber’s website.

Seminar – Bank Loan Negotiation

Price:
Members: RMB 500
Non-Members: RMB 1000

EUROPEAN CHAMBER
TIANJIN LOCAL BOARD

The new Labour Contract Law was implemented
on 1 January 2008. On 9 May the State Council's
Legislative Affairs Ofﬁce released the ﬁrst draft
of Implementation Rules for the PRC Labour
Contract Law, which elicited several questions:
- What impact will the detailed Implementation
Rules have on Human Resources?
- What are our member companies’ opinions
on the subject?

Chairman
Mr. Juan Silvestre
Boxinves

Mr. Dorino More t
Zanussi

Dr. Karl-Heinz Buettner
Siemens

Mr. Gabriele Castaldi
Goglio

Dr. Eric Bouteille r
Ipsen

- What experiences and issues could we convey after six months under the new Labour
Contract Law?
More than 20 member companies from European Chamber Tianjin Chapter and the lawyers
from Winners Law Firm discussed the newly
promulgated labour law legislations, particularly
the Law of Labour Dispute Arbitration and Labour Contract Law, including the most recently
released Draft Implementation Rules of the
Labour Contract Law on 18 June. The speakers from Winners Law Firm, drawing upon their

12 June 2008
Director Li and a senior sales manager from
the High-tech Industry Department of Shanghai
PuDong Development Bank Tianjin Branch discussed corporate ﬁnancing with member companies of the European Chamber Tianjin Chapter.
The presentation on corporate finance included
qualification of corporate loans, secure ways to
apply for bank loans, and financing business.
The speakers analyzed the demand of funds
during the construction and operation period in
producing enterprises. Toward the end of the
seminar, they helped individual member companies to propose appropriate financing solutions
according to different fund demands.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Factory Visit
Vestas Wind Technology (China) Co., Ltd
Date: 17 July 2008
Local Board Meeting
Date: 23 July 2008
Location: European Chamber Tianjin Ofﬁce
For further details about upcoming events,
please call +86 22 2374 1122 or send
email to tianjin@euccc.com.cn

European Union Chamber of Commerce in China, Tianjin Chapter
Room1603, Building 17, Magnetic Plaza, BinShui West Road, Nankai District, Tianjin, 300381, PR.China
Tel: +86 22 2374 1122 Email: tianjin@euccc.com.cn Website: www.europeanchamber.com.cn
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American Chamber of Commerce
Greater Tianjin Branch

Join AmCham Tianjin upcoming events
Party—American Independence Day celebration
Date: Saturday July 5, 2008
Venue: Margaux Manor Club
Number of attendees: 300

Tour—Concession tour in and around Tianjin
Date: Saturday July 19, 2008
Venues: Former German Club, Old Country Club, Prince Qing’s Mansion,
Last Emperor Pu Yi’s House, Italian Concession, Former Austrian Concession,
Tianjin Museum of Modern History, British Concession, Japanese Concession,
French Concession, Astor House Hotel.
Number of attendees: 50

Golf—2nd American Chamber Tianjin FALL CLASSIC Golf Tournament
Date: September 2008
Venue: Pending
Number of attendees: 120
Sponsorships now available!

Bike-a-thon—2008 American Chamber Tianjin Charity Bike-a-thon
Date: October 2008
Venue: Pending
Number of attendees: 1200
Sponsorships now available!
For more information, please contact AmCham Tianjin ofﬁce
at 022-23122517 or event@amchamtianjin.org

Room 402, Hyatt Regency Tianjin, No. 219 Jiefang North Road Tianjin 300042
Tel: +86-22-2312 2517 Fax: +86-22-2312 2519
Website: www.amchamtianjin.org
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The Benelux Chamber of Commerce in China strengthens the business, government and community
ties between Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg (Benelux) and China. By representing large,
medium and small sized Benelux companies, with ofﬁces in Beijing and Shanghai, we provide a wide
range of services to ensure our members' success in China.
BENCHAM

RECENT EVENTS

The Benelux Chamber of Commerce in
China, BenCham, was created in 2001
with the merger of the Dutch Business
Association and the Belgian Luxembourg Business Association. To reﬂect
its ever increasing corporate and social responsibilities, the organization
changed its name in March 2006 to
the Benelux Chamber of Commerce in
China.
The Chamber has two chapters, one
in Beijing and one in Shanghai. It is
the prime platform for business people
from the Benelux to meet each other.
BenCham has approximately 600
members and is growing fast. Members are large, medium and smallsized companies as well as individuals
with an active interest in developing
two-way trade and friendship between
the Benelux countries and China.
The Benelux Chamber of Commerce
is an independent, non-proﬁt organization managed by a full-time secretariat
under the supervisions of a Board of
Directors. Its activities are funded by
membership subscription, sponsorships and fees of Chamber events.

MISSION
Our mission is to strengthen business, government and community ties
between the Benelux countries and
China.

NEW CORPORATE
MEMBERS

OFFICE BENCHAM BEIJING

Helmy Koolen
General Manager

YEARLY SPONSORS
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Joint breakfast event, Risk in
Emerging Markets, 10 June 2008
BenCham Beijing together with the
French, Italian & Spanish Chambers
organized a breakfast event in the
Kerry Center Hotel. Ernst & Young
has undertaken a study to explore risk
management in emerging markets.
During the event, the organization
discussed how companies from
developed markets are managing
risk when they invest and operate in
emerging markets, and compared and
contrasted the views from developed and
emerging market operations.

World Bank’s opinion on China’s
macro-economy, 19 June 2008
BenCham Beijing organized a special
breakfast event. Mr. Dollar, World Bank
Country Director, discussed the macroeconomic challenges that China is facing
(rising inﬂation, slowing global economy).
He also addressed how these immediate
issues interact with China's longer-term
needs to improve its environment and reduce the resource-intense demands of its
growth.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Benelux Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the new Beijing
Board was elected after the Annual Member Meeting on 21 May:
Chairman
Daniel Pauwaert (General Manager, Beijing Lufthansa Center)
Vice Chairmen
Dominik Declercq (Chief Representative,
European Automobile Manufacturers Association)
Ruud Derks (Director, DSM China Manufacturing Support Center)

Directors
Ron Cune (Managing Director, Dragon
Dancers Ltd.)
John Paulissen (Vice President Operations, BARCO)
Johan Pross (Chief Executive Ofﬁcer, T3G
Technology Co., Ltd.)
Rini Quirijns (Senior Vice President, MaxitGroup AB)

Treasurer
Stephen De Prêtre (Senior Director Business Development, Salzer Consulting)

Rm. 5006 Xinhe Dasha, 14, Sanyuanli, Shunyuan St
Chaoyang District, Beijing, 100027
Tel: + 86 (0)10 64650320 Fax: +86 (0)10 64652080
beijing@bencham.org www.bencham.org

⡒㈊㬱⧐䂕㤙㯔䊕ㅷ㧞䊕㏐㾂㤙14⼦㾦⼮⫔㻤5006㬳
䇫䎟⢁㕌ᷛ100027
Tel: + 86 (0)10 64650320 Fax: +86 (0)10 64652080
beijing@bencham.org www.bencham.org
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Swedish Chamber of Commerce in China
Introduction

Recent Events

The Swedish Chamber of Commerce
in China was founded in March 1998.
Over the past decade, the Swedish
Chamber has grown from an initial 57
company members to 217 throughout
mainland China. Regular events are
arranged in Beijing and in Shanghai and in 2007 we established the
SwedCham Forum in Guangdong in
cooperation with the Swedish Chamber in Hong Kong.
The purpose of the Swedish Chamber
of Commerce in China is to engage
in activities that cannot easily be undertaken by the members themselves
in order to enhance their business
interests in China.
The Swedish Chamber is the natural
point of contact and voice for businesses with a Swedish connection in
China.
Swedish Chamber events aim at networking and enhancing knowledge in
particular areas of interest to members. The chamber arranges many
kinds of events, such as:
● Monthly breakfast meetings
with invited speakers, including Swedish visiting ministers,
Chinese government officials,
visiting CEOs/presidents of
large Swedish companies, and
interesting journalists;
● Workshops or seminars in HR,
finance, law, sales, marketing
and branding, supply chain,
IPR, CSR, and other areas;
● Social events, such as networking cocktails, Christmas
parties, golf tournaments and
traditional Swedish crayfish
parties;
● Young professionals’ events.

Throughout the morning of 3 June,
the Swedish Chamber held a workshop entitled Communicating with
Influence - How to be successful
in a Swedish company, under the
Chamber theme “Exploring Swedish
Management in China” at Radisson
SAS Hotel Beijing. This was the ﬁrst
Chinese-language event arranged by
the Swedish Chamber, which usually
conducts activities in English.
The workshop aimed to provide
Chinese mid-level managers and
employees of Swedish companies an
opportunity to exchange experiences,
become more effective in dealing with
differences in culture and leadership
style, and network with the other Chinese employees of Swedish companies in China. Seventy participated in
the workshop.

Early on 5 June, the Swedish Chamber held a breakfast seminar under
the Chamber theme “Exploring Swedish Management in China” to improve
member companies’ competitiveness
in terms of attracting and retaining
staff and long-term financial success. Mr. Brice Koch from ABB and
Mr. Magnus Nilsson from Elanders
shared their reﬂections and personal
experiences of working as a Senior
Manager in a Swedish Company.

Address: Room 313, Radisson SAS Hotel, 6A, East Beisanhuan Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing 100028, China
Tel: +86 10 5922 3388 ext. 313 Fax: +86 10 6462 7454
Website: www.swedishchamber.com.cn
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DCCC CHARITY DONATION 2008

T

his year’s Gala Ball was an immense success where
more than RMB 1,000,000 was raised for charity. The
DCCC board has now decided which projects will beneﬁt from the proceeds.

RMB 400,000 will be given to the Sun Village National Vocational
Education School Project. Sun Village is a civil NGO which aims
to foster and educate children of imprisoned parents. Providing
children with basic living conditions, educational support, psychological counseling, rights protection and vocational training are
the overall objectives of the organization. In the past 11 years Sun
Village has set up four centers and helped more than 1000 children in Sha’anxi province, Henan and Beijing.
The children in Sun Village are from 4 months to 18 years old. All
children above the age of 6 must attend local school. The children
live together as small families, 14 kids form one family which is
taken care of by one loving mother. She is to take care of their
daily life, including helping with their homework and cultivating
their independence. Sun Village arranges for the children to visit
their parents in prison and call them on the telephone.

The RMB 400,000 will be donated to the construction of 4 new
school buildings for vocational training of the older children aged
14-18 in Jiangxi Province. The vocational training entails accounting, cooking, auto-maintenance, garment-designing, embroidery
and other skills.
When construction ﬁnalized and the school buildings are ready to
be used by the children, DCCC will arrange an event at Sun Village in Jiangxi Province.
The remaining RMB 600,000 from the 2008 Gala Ball proceeds
will be donated to the construction/reconstruction of two Hope
schools in earthquake-stricken Sichuan Province.
The board will await the recommendations of the Ministry of Education and then follow these to make the best use of the donation.
Upon completion of the two Hope schools, DCCC will host an
event for gala ball sponsors, members and friends of the DCCC.

The children living in Sun Village belong to a group long-neglected by society and government. The majority of them have serious
psychological problems and many of them are in the danger zone
of becoming criminals.

Address: Ofﬁce C-319 Beijing Lufthansa Center, 50 Liangmaqiao Road, Chaoyang District, Beijing
Tel: +86 (10) 6467 5748
Fax: +86 (10) 6462 3206
E-mail: mail@dccc.com.cn Website: www.dccc.com.cn
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Recent Events
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Tianjin Korean Chamber of Commerce
& Industry & Tianjin Korean Association
fundraiser for earthquake survivors
24 May
Mr. Han Sam Soo, chairman of Tianjin Korean Chamber of Commerce & Industry & Tianjin Korean Asso-

ciation, held an emergency conference over the earthquake in Sichuan Province. The result was a 24 May
fundraiser, attended by Korean and other international
enterprises, to benefit survivors of the earthquake.
The event replaced the International Friendship Golf
Tournament, which was originally scheduled for the
same day. The single-day donation of 520,000 CNY
was added to those of Korean enterprises in Tianjin to
total 10 million CNY.
Tianjin Korean Chamber of Commerce & Industry
raised 654,000 CNY in donations, which was transferred to the Tianjin Bureau of Civil Affairs on 3 June.
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Korean Top VIP China (Beijing) Visit
28 May
South Korean President Mr. Lee Myung-bak outlined 7
points in his speech in Beijing:
1. Formal registration by overseas groups
2. Expectation on the establishment of overseas clubs
3. Right to vote in Korean elections for overseas
Koreans
4 Strategy of the development of overseas resources
5. The differences between the CEO and the President
6. Employment policies
7. Handling the increase in Korean students seeking
opportunities abroad
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Seminar - Advancing corporate management
resources (Labour contract law)
18 June
Due to recent policy changes and China’s growth, the
Tianjin Korean Chamber and Small Business Corporation (SBC) Beijing held a seminar to assist with the
operation problems of Korean enterprises who enter
China’s market.

Address: 1F, Fenglin Hotel, No. 6 Binshui West Road, Nankai District, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991~3, +86 22 2395 7991 (24-hour Hotline) Fax: +86 22 2395 7990
Http: www.tjkcci.org E-mail: hanshanghui@hanmail.net
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Exporting your cargo
Volume 6
Hello, Manager Sun! I have heard that a set of cargo is urgently to be shipped from your company. We would like to offer our services (if necessary).
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We are very cautious in choosing a shipping company, and normally request that all export goods be shipped in containers.
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No problem. Our company has up-to-date facilities for container transport, and the workers are well-trained.
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So when could be the earliest time to ship cargo?
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It would be three days from now, that is to say, (the ship will start to sail) on Friday afternoon.
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What about the freight charges?
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It can be calculated by weight or volume. Our price is very competitive and favorable.
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In this case, please inform the Export Department and Shipping Department directors right away.
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All right. We will by all means provide you satisfying services.
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Manager Zhang, who is in charge of handling the procedures of customs clearance for these computers ordered by CLH Company?
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We are very cautious in choosing a shipping company, and normally request that all export goods be shipped in containers.
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What are the procedures for customs clearance?
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In general, the customs broker takes charge of giving customs forms, attaching all the maritime documentation, such as marine bill of lading, packing list, commercial receipts, etc. In addition, the customs broker has to deliver the import license.
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Is there any other service offered by the customs broker?
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The range of their services is very wide, such as warehousing, transloading and so on. Some will also help companies to handle procedures of seizure and penalty.
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They really offer a lot of services! Look, the cargo we export won't have any trouble, will it?
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This customs broker is very experienced. There won't be any problems.
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customs
transloading
seizure
penalty
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If you meet any problems in learning Chinese, please
send us an email at bizclass@businesstianjin.com
We'll do our best to help you.
See you next month.
Article provided by CHINESE LEARNING HOUSE
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JOB POSTINGS

International organizations based in Tianjin have the
following open positions: )ᏴசోਪႊᑈຮጲሆཽᏋ*
Finance Manager

Code: FM0807

IT Engineer

)ݤᇗளಯ*

)ᇹᄻ߈န*

JOB DESCRIPTION:

JOB DESCRIPTION:

• Responsible for accounting department
• Prepare and analyze periodical ﬁnancial reports
• Coordinate monthly closing and budget control
• Handle tax declarations
• Support all CFO responsibilities
• Manage cash ﬂow

• Responsible for computer and web maintenance
• Troubleshoot network problems
• Maintain and update website

Code: IE0807

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Minimum junior-college graduate
• At least 1 year of experience with network systems, Windows XP and
Windows Server 2003 admin & conﬁguration
• Good written English
• In-depth knowledge of MS Active Directory and Win XP, MS Ofﬁce 2003
• Hands-on experience with Checkpoint ﬁrewall admin & conﬁguration,
and site-to-site VPN implementation
• Experience in supporting LAN/WAN telecommunication network
• Open-minded, team-oriented and task-oriented
• Candidate with more experience may be considered for Senior Systems
Engineer

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Finance education background
• Several years experience in ﬁnancial ﬁeld
• High sense of organization
• Attention to details
• Good spoken and written English
• Team player, sense of responsibility

Communication & Information
Code: CIM0807
Manager
Marketing Director
)ਈளಯ*

Code: MD0807

)ှޝᔐପ*

JOB DESCRIPTION:

JOB DESCRIPTION:

• Establish public relations strategy
• Coordinate with government and/or authorities
• Release company information to public
• Organize PR activities
• Develop and maintain cooperation with clients
• Handle crises

• Develop and implement marketing plans
• Organize client relations, client satisfactory surveys, events, training, etc.
• Propose new projects and identify potential customers
• Develop and administer marketing database: clients, mailing lists,
ﬁnancial information, etc.
• Coordinate corporate communications
• Manage company web site
• Supervise sales manager, communication manager, marketing assistants,
and hire new marketing department staff

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Good relations with government and media
• Good communication, organization and coordination skill
• High English and Chinese proﬁciency
• Multinational experience preferred

Assistant to Chairman

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:

Code: AC0807

)ᔐݡᓐಯ*
JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Responsible for developing and maintaining relations with local
authorities, clients and suppliers
• Work closely with chairman to schedule and attend to chairman’s tasks
• Represent chairman in events and business issues
• Perform other duties as assigned by chairman

• Bachelor's degree or above
• Previous experience in marketing and sales
• Strong leadership
• Strategic planning experience
• Highly organized
• Interpersonal skills
• Good presentation and image
• Native Chinese
• Basic English knowledge is required

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Minimum of a Bachelor's degree
• Previous experience as secretary or assistant to high management
• Good communication skills
• Fluent spoken and written English and Mandarin required

If you are interested in any of these positions,
please send your resume and mention Code No. to HR@boxinren.com
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OLYMPIC MOMENT

OLYMPIC UPDATES
everal last-minute changes and additions
to the Olympic plans are worth noting, as
they interest both tourists and residents of
China, especially those in and around Beijing. Also, be aware of the dates and venues for your
favorite events (see table on right-hand page).

S

TORCH RELAY
On the morning of 11 June, the Olympic torch entered
the Yunnan city dubbed Shangri-La by the state government. Taking its name from a James Hilton novel,
the city welcomed the ﬂame, which had begun the day
before in the hands of two children, both survivors of
earthquakes in the region. Zhang Zilan lost her mother
to the recent Wenchuan earthquake, and He Zhensheng was born during the 1996 Sichuan quake (his
name literally means “Earthquake-born”).

participate in every event. BOCOG has announced a
series of chants and cheering routines for spectators
to rehearse before the Games. The cheers, mostly
composed of four steps, will be broadcast before and
during the games, and volunteer cheerleaders will be
on hand to direct crowds.

Clap twice, thumbs up, clap twice, ﬁsts in air

Smoking at public venues remains taboo for the
2.5-week stretch. While this control comes as a surprise to many locals, the ban had previously succeeded in Sydney and Athens.
The newest addition to the growing list of bans in
Beijing during the games: ﬁreworks. That’s right, The
Guardian reports that one of China’s most-famed inventions and means of expression for festivals ranging from weddings to new years to lanterns has been
deemed a risk to the success of the 2008 Games.
Tourists anticipating phenomenal gunpowder displays
around the city will be disappointed to hear that the
only pyrotechnics may take place within stadium walls.

12-year-old He Zhensheng (left) and 13-year-old Zhang Zilan (right) in Lijiang

Three days earlier, the city of Baise postponed its
downtown torch run by three hours in consideration of
students sitting the English portion of the national College Entrance Exam. Xinhuanet reports that a “green
passage” had been established to ensure students
could reach exam sites in time, and the torch passed
the first site after testing had ended so that cheers
would not affect examinees.
The torch will travel through Ningxia, Sha’anxi,
Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Heilongjiang, Jilin, Liaoning
Shandong and Henan Provinces this month. The
original relay route and schedule posted on the ofﬁcial
website has been altered, most notably by the 12 May
Wenchuan earthquake.
Tianjin will receive the honor of ﬁnal stop on the tour
(4-5 August) before the Olympic ﬂame enters Beijing.
CONTROLS
It’s only natural to expect a country to prepare its
people for a massive, international event. In the case
of this summer’s Olympics, China has stopped at
nothing to make sure its citizens are ready to actively
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CONCERNS
One of the concerns voiced Chinese pertains to the
post-Olympic return to business. China has pulled out
all the stops to maintain “harmony” in the run up to and
hopefully through the games. This includes delaying
public contact with the global hike in crude oil. While
the cost of oil has more than doubled over the past
year, the LA Times reports that China’s state-controlled
gas prices have only witnessed a single hike of 9%,
and that back in November. After the Olympics, the
current USD2.60 per gallon of gas in China is expected
to jump as it has in the US, where the national average
exceeds four dollars per gallon.
TICKETS
According to the ofﬁcial ticketing website, sports fans
who booked events online, by phone or at a bank
should receive their tickets throughout June and July.
The site proclaims that tickets are still available for the
following events: athletics, baseball, basketball, beach
volleyball, boxing, equestrian, field hockey, flatwater
canoeing/kayaking, football, handball, marathon swimming (10km), modern pentathlon, mountain biking,
rowing, softball, volleyball and wrestling.

OLYMPIC MOMENT

COMPETITION SCHEDULE

Venues in Beijing unless otherwise listed
TBD: To be Determined
HK: Hong Kong
QD: Qingdao
5C: one or more of 5 cities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Shenyang, Qinhuangdao)
P: Performance
Source: http://en.beijing2008.cn/cptvenues/schedule/
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OFF THE CLOCK

2

1.2.3.4:
1

3

4
6
5

5:

On Children’s Day at Tianjin Business School,
Ji Xiang Ma Hui Wedding Car Rental Company
displayed their cars in the shape of a heart for
the children in Wenchuan.

6:

China's ban on free plastic bags in supermarkets
took effect on 1 June.
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China and Qatar played the return match in Asian
qualifying for the 2010 World Cup in Tianjin on
Saturday, June 7.
China and Iraq played the return match in Asian
qualifying for the 2010 World Cup in Tianjin on
Saturday, June 14.

OFF THE CLOCK

8
7
9

12

11

10

7:

The new look of the main hall at the Tianjin Railway Station.

8.9:

Tianjin Olympic Cultural Square was ofﬁcially opened on 22 June in
Yinhe Square.

10.11:

The second China International Private Equity Forum was held from
10-12 June in Tianjin.

12:

China's 2008 University Entrance Examination began on 7 June.
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CALENDAR

29

6

13

20

27

30

28

1
2

3

10

-5
Bohai Ring (Tianjin) International LED
(Lighting Emitting Diode) exhibition

22

23

Factory Visit- Vestas Wind
Technology (China) Co., Ltd
See page 39

9

The Chinese Communist
Party's birthday

8

Venue: Tianjin International Exhibition
Center (No.32 Youyi Road, Hexi District)

7

16

Memorial Day of the second
Sino-Japanese War

15

31

17

The anniversary of Hong
Kong’s return

14

21

30

The 3rd China International Sax
Competition held in Tianjin

29

4

American Independence
Day

25

5

American
Independence Day
celebration Party
Venue: Margaux
Manor Club

12

26

AmCham-Concession Tour in and
around Tianjin
See page 41

19

World Population Day

11

“Night of Era” - 2008 Cui Jian
Tianjin concert
Venue: Tianjin Sports Centre

18

24

Local Events Calendar - July 2008
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LIFESTYLE LISTINGS

DINING
Western Food
Broadies Tavern
5 Bar Street,
Youyi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8837 0933
⤠㕅⭹㹘⤮㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘ⴈ㤊ㅷ⼦
Buffalo
Entrance No.5, TEDA Football Field
5th Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 66282666
㯏㝄㬐㹘⤮㳝
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㹆⫔ㅷ
㲊⫐䔄㤓⧂㹆⼦㗦㚰⥁
Glass House
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa
8 Zhujiang Road, Zhouliang Zhuang,
Baodi, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
㯏㈈⨙Ⳡ
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋
Mediterranean Restaurant
212 Wei Di Dao, Tong Lou
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2351 9102
Hrs: 10:30 - 21:00
⭹䐱⼄⢀㹘⤮㳝
⼴㹘㤙䙂㔆㸈⭭⭡⼦,1⧨㬱

Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
Hrs: 12:00-14:00/18:30-21:00
⤫㹘⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋㡀⥄

North of Yongan Road, Roman
Gardens, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2324 8387
Hrs: 10:30 - 22:30
⼴㹘㤙䇡➓⭡⡒⥁㔿㕎⿉䊑⭸㩭

Tapas Meiziwei
2 Shuishang Park Road, Nankai
District
Tel: +86 22 2391 7058
Fax: +86 22 2392 8095
Hrs: 11:00 - 24:00
Tapas 㗡䓭㸗㹘⤮㳝㈧➪
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙㯏㩰⹌䊑㚰㔘⼦

The Pizza Box
Fu Kang Hua Yuan, Jin Sha Li
Wang Ding Di, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2367 1318
⡩㧙㼄㹘⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙㶖Ⰶ⭭㋖⿉䊑

T.G.I. Friday's
72 Fu Kang Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2300 5555
Hrs: 10:00 - 02:00
㾨㠻㹆⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦䋗⼦

Seitaro
BinGuan Xi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 5588
Hrs: 11:00 - 22:00
㤆㲌㎪㦶⡟㑰㏎
⼴㹘㤙⢗㹘㔘
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2335 0909
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋
6-10, Third Ave., TEDA.
Tel: +86 22 6529 9522
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00
⭻㧞⫔ㅷ㬡ギ㾣⫆⭸㩭⼦

Trueman Coffee
Building C, Zi Lai Hua Yuan,
Shuangfeng Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8741 1811
⨟㗦㋈⳩
㚰㋋㤙㯌ⴆ⭡䓰㎕⿉䊑&䔚⭸㩭

La Seine Café
Magnetic Plaza, Area B. Shop 7-9
Ling Bin Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5018
Harvest Book & Coffee
Hrs: 10:30 - 21:00
㧜㚪㋈⳩㸾
101 Gate 3, Building 27, Jiuhua
Block, Huayuan, 191 Yingshui Road, 㚰㋋㤙㬒⫛➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂%㤙
㒉⢗㔘➣㳆䐱㾥ⰵ㘇
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2373 3461
Hrs: 08:00 - 23:00
Le Tube De Cristal
⺟㸍㯚㲹㋈⳩
Zero Island, Mei Jiang Nan
㚰㋋㤙䇎㯏⭡⼦㈤⿋㏐⼦
You Yi Nan Lu, Hexi District
㔆㗦
Tel: +86 22 2804 8899
Hrs: 12:00 - 22:00
㯏➗㉕㬠⹌
Pan Shan Grill & Wine
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㚰㔘㗘ㅎ㚰㒄⼦⭛
2/F Main Building
Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Zijinshan Road, Hexi District
C'est la vie French Restaurant
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext.1820
Third Floor, Bldg D, Shang Gu
Tian Ta Lu, Nankai District
Hrs: 18:00 - 23:00
㝭㩞㠰㲲㈧➨Ⳡ
Tel: +86 22 2341 9808
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㳍㆓㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋ ➮㏉⤮㳝⤮㳝
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡
䑘㔆ⱟ㔆
㩰㩭䄖ㅷ'䔚⥄
Parrot Restaurant & Bar
88 Huanghai Lu, Dongying Xiao Qu Kiessling Western Restaurant
33 Zhejiang Road, Heping District
TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2330 0330
Tel: +86 22 6620 1663
㡑㬠㑷㹘⤮㳝
Hrs: 10:00 - 24:00
⼮㠞㤙䎄ㅎ㔘⼦
垱垥㹘⤮㳝㈧➪
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙⼄㔘⼦
Ⰼ䇃㾂㤙
Pizza Hill
Magnetic Plaza, Building B
Lingbin Avenue, Nankai District
Spectrum Western Restaurant
Tel: +86 22 2385 5025
7F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No.189
㳍㆓ク㻓㎕⡩㧙⤮䅜䇱㻿⹌㯟
Nanjing Road, Heping District
㚰㋋㤙㒉⢗㔘➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂%㤙
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
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Asian Food

Ginza
1F Caesar Palace
46 Qi Xiang Tai Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2352 1270
Hrs: 11:00 - 14:00, 17:00 - 22:00
䅙䔚㦶⡟㑰㏎
⼴㹘㤙㡙㼔㲉㔘⼦
䵞㧗⹍⫔㈧⮋䄜㔆
Rengaya
Dickson: 18 BinShui Dao,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 28130537
㑗㶀コ
⼴㹘㤙⢗㯏⭡⼦⭼⧨⫔㈧⮋)
International Building: 1st Floor
75 Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 8118
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤)
TEDA: Shop 2 Friendship Store
19 Huanghai Lu
Tel: +86 22 2532 4584
㋋ⳃ㤙⼄㔘⼦
䇲䅋㘜Ⱍ⭸㩭⼦
Sake n Sushi Bar
11F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No.86, First Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2730
Hrs: 11:30 - 23:00
㬺㯟➪
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋⥄
Ten Yo Japanese Restaurant
5F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No.189
Nanjing Road, Heping District

Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
Hrs: 11:30-14:30/17:30-22:00
㳍匫㦶⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
㹆⥄
Charm Sea Restaurant
Huang He Dao, Nankai District
(Beside DaTong Mansion, that is
opposite to Huanghe Cinema)
Tel: +86 22 2763 8878
峩㑇Ⰼ⼄⫔㈧⮋
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⼴⭡
⼴䇑䊛㾒ⰵ㘇⫔㵉⫔㻤㝵
Hanjinbai Seafood
Han Jin Bai Haixian Dajiulou
985 Dagu South Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8832 6666
Hrs: 11:00 - 22:00
佌㆑⤏⼄㻫⫔㈧㔆
⼴㹘㤙⫔㚰㔘⼦
Feiteng Yuxiang Restaurant
42 Zhongshanbei Lu,
Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2646 9607
⳱㲻䈄㼈㈧コ
⼴⡒㤙䐱㩞⡒㔘⼦⼴⡒Ⳛ⮋⽔䊛
Gou Bu Li
322 Heping Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2303 1118
⹘⤜㏎
⼮㠞㤙⼮㠞㔘⼦
Bai Jiao Yuan
303 Nanmenwai Da jie,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 8043
➺ㅩ䊑
⼮㠞㤙㚰㗦㶃⫔ㅷ⼦
Tao Li Chinese Restaurant
6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No.189
Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
Hrs: 11:30-14:00/17:30-22:00
㲳㏏䐱⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
㒚⥄
Fountain Lounge
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa
8 Zhujiang Road, Zhouliang Zhuang,
Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
⡭㦋⥉䊑
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋

LIFESTYLE LISTINGS

DINING

NIGHTLIFE

Asian Food

Bar

Pengtiange
8 Hong Qi Nan Lu, Nankai District
Tel: + 86 22 2395 6666
㞕㳍ⷔ
㚰㋋㤙⽍㡍㚰㔘⼦

Babi Club
83 Qiongzhou Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8381 6006
➦䢦㉄㎷⤠
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙㤎䐾⭡⼦

Cuiheng Village
Huasheng Branch: 2F Block C,
HuaSheng GuangChang,
146 WeiDi Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8823 8986
⫅⽁䪸
⿋㬃⮋ᷛ⼴㹘㤙㸈⭭⭡⼦⿋㬃
⺄⧂&䔚⥄
Keji Branch: Science and Technology
Building (KeJi DaSha) 25 Youyi Lu,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2813 1601
㋧ゝ⮋ᷛ⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦㋧ゝ
䓪䁐⫔㻤⥄

Baby Face
9F, Isetan, Block C, Modern Town,
No.108, Nanjing Road,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2711 9898
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㻷⫛⧨&㤙䄢
㬧⭅㔆

Ding Tai Fung
No. 18 Binshui Road, Hexi District
Tel: +22 2813 8138
Hrs: 11:30-14:30, 17:30-21:50
Ⰷ㲊ⴂ
⼴㹘㤙⢗㯏⭡⼦
Golden Elephant Thai Restaurant
78 Guangdong Road,
Hexi District, Tianjin
(Behind Yonghe Dou Jiang Fang)
Tel: +86 22 23287801
㆑㼔䊘㲊⺛⤮㳝
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙⺄Ⰼ㔘⼦
䇡⼮ⰚㅍⳜ⽔⥁
YY Beer House
3 Ao men Lu
(Behind International Building)
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 9634
Hrs: 10:30 - 02:00
䊢䊑㲊⤮㳝
⼮㠞㤙➥㗦㔘⼦ ⺛カ⫔㻤⽔
Alibaba Indian Restaurant & Bar
2F, Sports Hotel, Sports Center,
90 Wei Jin Nan Road,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2391 6368
➃㏐➮➮䇂Ⱙ⤮㳝㈧➪
㚰㋋㤙㸡㆓㚰㔘⼦㳆䈞䐱㾥
㳆䈞⢗㔆
Bawarchi Indian Restaurant
No. 69, Building B, Shang Gu
Tian Ta Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 23412786
➦㶀儘䇂Ⱙ⤮㳝
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟㔘㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
㹘㤙%䔚⼦
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Bingo Club
117 Changde Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2311 1133
⼮㠞㤙⧄⭣⭡⼦ ㎗㳍⢗䊛㚻
Broadies Tavern
5 Bar Street Youyi Road, Hexi
District
Tel: +86 22 8837 0933
Hrs: 18:00 - 02:00
⤠㕅⭹㹘⤮㈧➪
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘ⴈ㤊ㅷ⼦
Chat’s Bar
1F Hyatt Regency Tianjin Hotel,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 8888
㑥㳍㎩㈧➪
㋎䊤㈧⮋⥄
Cherry Blossom
148 Jie Fang Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 3889
䇄⿉㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦㔘⼦

Hank's Sports Bar & Grill
1F, Bldg B, Shang Gu, Tian Ta Dao,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 7997
㳍㆓㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
%䔚䄜⥄
JV'S Bar
1F, Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Zijinshan Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext. 1845
Hrs: 17:00 - 01:00
JV'S㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㳍㆓㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋
䑘㔆䄜㔆
Lotus Blue Bar & Restaurant
197 Jie Fang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8975 5555
㎝㑌⿉㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦
Lynda's Place
225 Jiefang Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8155 8566
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦㔘⼦
Mayflower Bar
The Junction of Qi Xiang Tai Road
& Zi Jin Shan Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 5859 9898
Hrs: 19:00-02:00
㹆䊣⿉㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙㡙㼔㲉㔘䈌䓰㆑㩞㔘ㅜ㋻

Mizu Bar
5F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No.189
Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
Hrs: 17:30-01:00
Coco
Bar Street, Youyi Road, Hexi District 㗡㆓㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
Tel: +86 22 2837 0888
㹆⥄
佌㆑➼&RFR㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘㈧➪ㅷ
Myth Music House
-1F, International Building,
Feli's Bar
75 Nan Jing Lu, Heping District
12 Zhangde Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2313 1366
Tel: +86 22 2312 4526
㪒⿑䅕㎷㈧➪
Hrs: 18:00-03:00
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤
⼮㠞㤙䍤⭣⭡⼦
䄜⥄
Fountain Lounge Bar
Rainbow Restaurant & Pub
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa
12 Yanhe Rd, Hexi District
8 Zhujiang Road, Zhouliang Zhuang, Tel: +86 22 2355 9898
Baodi District
Hrs: 19:00-02:00
⤫⽈㹘⤮㳝 ㈧➪
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
⡭㦋⥉䊑㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䁹⼴㔘⼦
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋
Richmond Bar
231 Hebei Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 23113397
㏐㬠㕛㹘⤮㈧➪
㳍㆓㬱⼮㠞㤙⼴⡒㔘⼦

Scarlet
3F Bolian Building
155 Weijin Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2355 6223
㔳㬡ゲ㦬
⼮㠞㤙㸡㆓㔘⼦
⤊㑋⫔㻤㧞㔆
Scooters
Bar Street, You Yi Road,
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2837 0575
㯝㌂㲹㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘㈧➪ㅷ㚻
Seven Club
291 Shaoxing Street, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2333 1777
Seven㈧➪
⼴㹘㤙㩽㾬⭡⼦
SITONG Bar
-1F, Somerset Olympic Tower,
Chengdu Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2337 7177
㹕㲧䅕㎷㈧➪
⼮㠞㤙⧪Ⱍ⭡➣㑷㠆㋬⫔㻤
䄜⥄
Sunshine Lounge
1F, Holiday Inn Tianjin,
288 Zhongshan Road, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2628 8888
Hrs: 20:15-23:15
ズ㦶Ⳛ⮋䂕⺃㈧㎩
⼴⡒㤙䐱㩞㔘⼦
The Tavern Pub
9D, Third floor, Bldg B, Shanggu,
Tian Ta Rd, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 9696
⭻㈦㋮䍜
㳍㆓㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ
%䔚⥄'
1969 Music Bar
A37, Shanggu, Tianta Road,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2395 1969
1969 䅕㎷㈧➪
㚰㋋㤙㳍㰟⭡㩰㩭䄖ㅷ$

Chinese

Indian

French

Italian

German

Thai

Japanese

LIFESTYLE LISTINGS

SERVICES
Chambers
European Chamber
Tianjin Chapter
Room1603, Building 17, Magnetic
Plaza, BinShui West Road, Nankai
District, Tianjin, 300381, PR.China
Tel: +86 22 2374 1122
Tianjin@euccc.com.cn
䐱⺛㝘㗬㩭。㳍㆓。
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡➣⧨㩭䄖
⺄⧂䔚㬳
German Business Circle Tianjin
Deutscher Unternehmerkreis
Tianjin, DUT
Office 803, Huake Center,
3 Kaihua Road
Huayuan Industrial Area, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 8371 7855
Fax: +86 22 8371 7859
㳍㆓⭣⺛㦬㑋䅋。
㳍㆓㬱⿋䊘⥛䄖㤙㋋⿋⭡⼦⿋㋧
⪕䄖䐱㾥㬳
German Chamber of Commerce,
Tianjin Office
3 Yuliang Road, Nankai District,
Tianjin 300191
Tel: +86 22 2301 1709
⭣⺛㩭。㳍㆓。
㚰㋋㤙䈒㦋㔘⼦

Hotels
Astor Hotel
33 Tai Er Zhuang Road
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2303 2888
㏜㯔⭣⫔Ⳛ⮋
⼮㠞㤙㲉ⱚ䓐㔘⼦

Hotel Nikko Tianjin
189 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

Best Western Byronn Hotel Tianjin
No.90 Xier Road, Airport Industrial
Park, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 8486 0000
Fax: +86 22 8490 5258
Global free reservation telephone:
0800 0013 1779
㳍㆓㋶ⶼ➸䊧㈧⮋
㳍㆓㋶ⶼ㹐㒘ゴ⹅㤙㹘ⱟ⭡⼦

Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
Resort and Spa
8 Zhujiang Road, Zhouliang Zhuang,
Baodi District, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
Fax: +86 22 5922 9531
㈊㆓㾣⧨㋎䊤㈧⮋
㳍㆓⡇䠇㤙䐽㑝䓐䑊ㅎ⫔⭡⼦

TEDA International Hotel & Club
8 2nd Ave TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6000
㲊⫐⺛カ㈧⮋嫀。
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻ⱟ⫔ㅷ⼦

Apartments

Crystal Palace Hotel
28 You Yi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 6666
㯏㈈⹍Ⳛ⮋
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Hyatt Regency Tianjin
219 JieFang Bei Road, Heping
District
Tel: +86 22 2330 1234
㳍㆓㋎䊤㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦

Astor Apartment
33 Tai Er Zhuang Road, Heping
District
Tel: +86 22 2303 2888
㏜㯔⭣⹌䊃
⼮㠞㤙㲉ⱚ䓐㔘⼦

Dickson Hotel
18 Bin Shui Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2836 4888
⭼⧨⫔㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙⢗㯏⭡⼦

Renaissance Tianjin Hotel
105 Jian She Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2302 6888
㳍㆓⢖ㅎ㶓㏗㈧⮋
⼮㠞㤙ㅉ㪉㔘⼦

Crystal Palace Hotel Apartment
28 You Yi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 6666
㯏㈈⹍Ⳛ⮋⹌䊃
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel
& Convention Centre
29 Second Ave., TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888
㳍㆓㶓㏗㲊⫐㈧⮋ゑ。䅊䐱㾥
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙
⭻ⱟ⫔ㅷ⼦

Golden Crown Hotel Apartment
18 Nan Jing Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2303 8866
㆑⫔㈧⮋⹌䊃
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

Geneva Hotel
28 You Yi Road, Hexi District
The American Chamber of
Tel: +86 22 2835 2222
Commerce, Greater Tianjin Branch ㆓㏜⿋㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦
Room 402, Hyatt Regency
219 JieFang Nan Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2312 2517 ext. 402
Golden Crown Hotel
Fax: +86 22 2312 2519
18 Nan Jing Road, Hexi District
www.amchamtianjin.org
Tel: +86 22 2303 8866
㗡⺛㩭。㳍㆓。
㆑⫔㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦㳍㆓㋎䊤㈧ ⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
⮋Ⳡ
Golden Ocean Hotel
Tianjin Japanese Association
338 Nanjing Road, Nankai District
Rm 607, International Building
Tel: +86 22 2746 6666
㆑䋔⫔㈧⮋
75 NanJing Road, Heping District
㚰㋋㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Tel: +86 22 2313 2522
www.tjja.net
㳍㆓㦶⡟㦬。
Harbor Center Hotel
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳 240 Zhang Zi Zhong Road, Heping
District
Tel: +86 22 2302 6888
Tianjin Korean Chamber of
㳍㆓ⶼ㶆䐱㾥㈧⮋
Commerce & Industry
⼮㠞㤙䍦䓵䐳㔘⼦
1F Feng Lin Hotel
6 BinShui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991
㳍㆓⼌⺛㩭。
86 First Avenue, TEDA
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡⼦
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋
ⴄ㑷⢗㔆
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻䄜⫔ㅷ⼦
Tianjin Korean Society
Holiday Inn Tianjin Hotel
1F Feng Lin Hotel
288 Zhong Shan Road, Hebei
6 Bin Shui Xi Dao, Nankai District
District
Tel: +86 22 2395 6600
㳍㆓⼌⺛㦬。
Tel: +86 22 2628 8888
ズ㦶Ⳛ⮋
㳍㆓㬱㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡⼦
⼴⡒㤙䐱㩞㔘⼦
ⴄ㑷⢗㔆
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TEDA International Club (Tianjin)
7 Fu Kang Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5869 5555
㳍㆓㲊⫐⺛カ。
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦

Tianjin Ruiwan Hotel
2527 1st Ave., Xin Gang, Tang Gu
Tel: +86 22 2578 0001
㳍㆓㧑㶆㈧⮋
㲢㤙㾣ⶼ䄜⼦㔘⼦
Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Zi Jin Shan Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388
㻓㎕⭨⫔㈧⮋
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘
Tian Bao International Hotel
368 JingMen Ave, Baoshui District
Tel: +86 22 2576 1588
㳍㆓㳍⡄⺛カ㈧⮋
⡄㯑㤙㈊㗦⫔⭡⼦
Tianjin Hopeway Business Hotel
79 Jin Tang Road, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 5829 9999
㳍㆓⤧⼡㸋㈧⮋
⼴Ⰼ㤙㆓㲢㔘⼦
Tianlun Rega Jinbin Hotel
135 An Shan Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8331 1818
㳍㔸㧑ク㆛⢖⫔㈧⮋
㳍㆓㬱⼮㠞㤙➑㩞⭡⼦

Sheraton Apartment
Zi Jin Shan Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388
㻓㎕⭨⹌䊃
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘
Somerset Olympic Tower
126 Cheng Du Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2335 5888
㳍㆓㬃ㅾ➣㑷㠆㋬⫔㻤ⴟ㹒⹌䊃
⼮㠞㤙⧪Ⱍ⭡⼦
TEDA International Club (Tianjin)
7 Fu Kang Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5869 5555
㳍㆓㲊⫐⺛カ。⹌䊃
㚰㋋㤙ⶕ㋖㔘⼦
Tianjin International Building
75 NanJing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 6666
⺛カ⫔㻤
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

LIFESTYLE LISTINGS

SERVICES
Travel Agencies
Tianjin Comfort Travel Co., Ltd
7F, United Building A, 51
South Youyi Road, Hexi District
㳍㆓㋖⿵㔤㾱㪈䇱㻿䋑㦯⹌㯟
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋⡒㔘⼦⼰䐻⫔㻤
$䔚⥄
Tianjin CITIC International
Travel Co., Ltd
57 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2316 1795
㳍㆓䐱㾦⺛カ㔤㾱㪈䇱㻿⹌㯟
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Tianjin China International
Travel Service
22 Youyi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 8866
㳍㆓䐱⺛⺛カ㔤㾱㪈
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Banks
Bank of China
80 Jie Fang Bei Road, Heping
District
Tel: +86 22 2710 2001
䐱⺛䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦
Bank of Communications
35 Nanjing Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2340 3512
ㅜ㵉䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Bank of Tianjin
15 Youyi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 960296
㳍㆓䅙㾱
㳍㆓⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦
CITIC Bank Tianjin
14 Nanjing Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2302 8889
䐱㾦㬖䄖䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
China Bohai Bank
201-205 Machang Road, Hexi
District
Tel: +86 22 5831 6666
⤔⼄䅙㾱
㳍㆓㬱⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦
Magnetic Branch
Building No. 1 Magnetic Area, Bin
Shui West Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5839 1358
⤔⼄䅙㾱➣⧨䐈㾱
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏㹘⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂
⼦㔆
China Construction Bank
19 Nanjing Road, Hexi District
Tel: + 86 22 2340 1616
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䐱⺛ㅉ㪉䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
China Merchants Bank Tianjin
Branch
55 North You Yi Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8328 0810
䍱㩭䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋⡒㔘⼦
Industrial & Commercial Bank of
China
123 Wei Di Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 95588
䐱⺛⹅㩭䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴㹘㤙㸈⭭⭡⼦
HSBC, Tianjin Branch
No.1 Ocean Shipping Plaza,
Haihe Dong Road, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 5858 8888
㼄ⶼ㩰⼄〄ⴂ䅙㾱㳍㆓㾱
⼴⡒㤙⼄⼴Ⰼ㔘䊗䂔⺄⧂⼦

Foreign Banks
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
Room 2110, International Building,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2311 0088
㧞㒃Ⰼ㈊8)-䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳

Tel: +86 22 2339 9111 ext. 5520
㚇ⷚ⫔㵉䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤
KEB
Room 122, Astor Hotel, 33 Tai Er
Zhuang Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 2595
⼌⺛㶃䅙㾱⳾䇱㻿⹌㯟
⼮㠞㤙㲉ⱚ䓐㔘⼦㏜㯔⭣⫔㈧⮋
㬳

㲢㤙㆓㲢⹌㔘⼦
㿄㩭䄖⺄⧂㚻
Heping Supermarket
1F Longbin Yuan, 5 Water Park
West Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2394 7926
⼮㠞⧍㬱
㚰㋋㤙㯏㩰⹌䊑㹘㔘㒛⢖䊑
⼦㔆⭸㩭

Kiupbank
Room 1901, International Building,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 4070 ext. 119
⼌⺛⧐㾬䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳

Hisense Supermarket
-1F, Hisense Plaza, 188 Jiefang Nan
Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2373 1998
⼄㾦⧍㬱
⼮㠞㤙ㆃ⳦⡒㔘⼦⼄㾦⺄⧂
䄜⥄

Standard Chartered
20F, The Exchange, 189 Nanjing
Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 1360
䋝⫓䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂⥄

Hong Kong Supermarket
-1F, International Building,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 1849
㼄ⶼ⧍㬱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤⥄

Sumitomo Mitsui Banking
Corporation
Room 1210, International Building,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 6677 ext. 103
㧞㈏䓂䇲䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳

Isetan Supermarket
-1F, Isetan Department Store,
108 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
Hrs: 09:00-21:00
䄢㬧⭅⧍㬱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦䄢㬧⭅䄜⥄

METRO Supermarket
Hong Qi Bei Road
Supermarkets
75 Xiqing Dao, Hongqiao District
Carrefour
Tel: +86 22 2732 8888
Long Cheng Store
Hrs: 06:00 - 22:00
138 Dong Ma Road, Nankai District 㕔⭣㔂⧍㬱
⽍㣦㤙㹘㤁⭡⼦⽍㡍⡒㔘
Tel: +86 22 2726 9696
コ㎷ⶄ
BEA
㒛⧨⮋ᷛ㚰㋋㤙Ⰼ㕎㔘⼦
Times Grocery Store
Room 907, International Building,
Building 2, 11 Hong Da Street,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
He Dong Store
TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2332 0050
160 Zhang Gui Zhuang Road,
Home delivery hotline: +86 22 6629
Fax: +86 22 2332 3165
Ⰼ䁨䅙㾱䇱㻿⹌㯟
Hedong District
2581
㬒⫛⧍㬱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳 Tel: +86 22 2412 2020
⼴Ⰼ⮋ᷛ⼴Ⰼ㤙䍦⺔䓐㔘⼦
㋋ⳃ㤙⽋⫐ㅷ⼦⼦㔆⭸㩭
Hai Guang Si Store
BNP
Wal-Mart
Room 1601, International Building, 302 Nanjing Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2721 0850
Junction of Huachang Street and
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
㚰㋋㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
Xinkai Road, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2330 7990
ⳉ⺛➮㏉䅙㾱
Tel: +86 22 2433 2599
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳 E-Mart Supercenter
Hrs: 07:00 - 22:00
㸷ⱜ㕋⧍㬱
Magnetic City Store
Binshui West Road, Nankai District ⼴Ⰼ㤙⿋⥞⫔ㅷ⼮㾣㋋㔘ㅜ㋻⡒
Citibank
⥁ク⿋⺛カ㩭䄖䐱㾥
18F, The Exchange, 189 Nanjing
Tel: +86 22 5869 1234
Road, Heping District
Hrs: 08:00 - 22:00
66 Fu An Da Jie, Heping District
䄸㕓⭤⧍㬱
Tel: +86 22 8319 1988 ext. 73812
Tel: +86 22 8558 6766
⿉㡍䅙㾱
㳍㆓㬱⢗㯏㹘⭡䈌㒉⢗㔘ㅜ㋻
Hrs: 07:00 - 22:00
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆓〄⺄⧂⥄ 㬒⫛➣⧨⮋
⼮㠞㤙ⶄ➓⫔ㅷ⼦
Xiugu Plaza
JP Morgan
1168 Jintang Road, Tanggu District
Room 1401, International Building, Tel: +86 22 5982 1234
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Hrs: 08:00 - 22:00
Banque Indosuez
Room 710, International Building,
75 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 3010 ext. 206
ⰌⳞ〄㏎䅙㾱
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦⺛カ⫔㻤㬳

LIFESTYLE LISTINGS

SERVICES
Department Stores
Far East Department Store
168 Dong Ma Road, Tong Luo Wan
Square, Nankai Distirct
Tel: +86 22 2727 1688
䊗Ⰼ➺〖
㚰㋋㤙Ⰼ㕎㔘⼦㵎㕁㶆⺄⧂㚻
Isetan
108 Nan Jing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
Hrs: 10:00 - 21:00
㳍㆓䄢㬧⭅䇱㻿⹌㯟
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦
The Exchange
Jin Hui Guang Chang
189 Nan Jing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 1818
Hrs: 8:30 - 21:00
㆓〄⺄⧂
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦

Schools

Gyms
GLO GYM
6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No.189
Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
Fax: +86 22 8319 2266
Hrs: 06:00-23:00
ㅂ㋖䐱㾥
⼮㠞㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㳍㆓㦶⼞㈧⮋
㒚⥄

Sunflower Fitness Center
B-4F Feng He Yuan, Ming Li Da
Building, An Shang Xi Dao,
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2745 1689
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00
㼓㦶㌜ㅂ㪎
㚰㋋㤙➑㩞㹘⭡ⴈ⼪䊑
㘜㏜⫐⫔㻤%⥄

Haosha Fitness & Beauty Center
4F, Xin An Square, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8734 0399
⼧㩔ㅂ䈌㗡㉄㎷⤠
㚰㋋㤙㾣➓⺄⧂㔆

Tudor Fitness Club
4F Hua Ju Department Store,
No. 72-74, Xi Kang Road,
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2352 9056
Tianjin Museum
Ⱍ噍ㅂ㪎
31 Youyi Road, Hexi District
⼮㠞㤙㹘㋖㔘⼦⿋㉁➺〖㔆 Tel: +86 22 5879 3000
(closed Mondays)
㳍㆓⤊㹐
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘⼦

Holiday Inn Binhai Hotel
Fitness Center
15F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, First Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2960
Hrs: 06:00 - 22:00
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋ㅂ㪎䐱㾥
㳍㆓⢖⼄ズ㦶㈧⮋⥄

Powerhouse GYM
International School of Tianjin
1F Jinhuang Building
Weishan Road, Shuanggang
20 Nanjin Road, Hexi District
Jinnan District
Tel: +86 22 2302 2008
Tel: +86 22 2859 2001
Hrs: 07:00 - 22:00 (Mon - Fri)
Fax: +86 22 2859 2007
Hrs: 09:00 - 22:00 (Sat)
www.istianjin.org
Hrs: 10:00 - 22:00 (Sun)
㳍㆓㈎イ㋋ⳃ㤙⺛カ䁈㾄㳍㆓㾄 ⡇㑇⼡ㅂ㪎㉄㎷⤠
㆓㚰㋋ⳃ㤙㯌ⶼ㸃㩞㔘
⼴㹘㤙㚰㈊㔘⼦㆑⫔㻤⥄
Entrance of Area C, Tianjin Olympic
Teda International School
Center Stadium, 90 Weijin Nan
72 Third Ave. TEDA
Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 6622 6158
Tel: +86 22 2338 2008
➣㳆䐱㾥⮋㚰㋋㤙㸡㆓㚰㔘⼦
Fax: +86 22 6200 1818
➣㑷㠆㋬⧂&㤙㧌㋻
www.tedainternationalschool.net
㲊⫐⺛カ䁈㾄
㋋ⳃ㤙⭻㧞⫔ㅷ⼦
Sheraton Hotel Fitness Center
ZijinShan Road, Hexi District
Tianjin International School
Tel: +86 22 2334 3388 ext. 2228
Huayuan Industrial Area
Hrs: 06:00 - 24:00
㻓㎕⭨ㅂ㪎㗡㦾䐱㾥
1 Meiyuan Road, Nankai District
⼴㹘㤙䓰㆑㩞㔘㻓㎕⭨Ⳛ⮋㚻
Tel: +86 22 8371 0900
Fax: +86 22 8371 0400
www.tiseagles.com
Start Point Fitness Center
㳍㆓⺛カ䁈㾄
Hexi Branch
㚰㋋㤙⿋䊘⥛䄖㤙㗘䊘㔘䄜⼦
2F Tian Jiao Yuan, 208 Machang
Dao, Tonglou, Hexi District
Tianjin Rego International School Tel: +86 22 2334 9555
38 Huandao East Road
Hrs: 09:00 - 22:00
㡑⮄ㅂ㪎
Meijiangnan Residential Zone
⼴㹘㤙䙂㔆㕎⧂⭡⼦
Tel: +86 22 8816 1180
㳍ㅟ䊑ⱟ㔆
Fax: +86 22 8816 1190
www.regoschool.org
㳍㆓㧑㆑⺛カ䁈㾄
⼴㹘㤙㗘ㅎ㚰㈴䓂㤙⭛Ⰼ㔘⼦
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Museums
Natural History Museum
206 Machang Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2335 8031
Hrs: 9:00-16:30
䓵㦜⤊㹐
⼴㹘㤙㕎⧂⭡⼦
Pingjin Battle Museum
8 Pingjin Road, Hongqiao District
Tel: +86 22 2652 6255
Hrs: 9:00-16:30
㠞㆓䍞䄼ギ㛏
⽍㣦㤙㠞㆓⭡⼦

Golf Clubs

Aroma (Tianjin) Golf Club
Green base, Guangang Forest Park,
Dagang District
Tel: +86 22 6328 5000
➃㔿㕎 㳍㆓ ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㳍㆓㬱⫔ⶼ㤙ⶼ㩎㑷⹌䊑㔭⿐
〚⭹⪇
Jingjin Golf Club
North of Jingang Highway, Balitai
Zhen, Jinnan District
Tel: +86 22 2875 1908
㈊㆓ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㆓㚰㤙➬㏐㲉䎓㆓ⶼ⹌㔘⡒⥁
Fortune Lake Golf Club
Tuanbo Zhen, Jinghai County
Tel: +86 22 6850 5299
㳍㆓㯪ㅎ㵦⤕⽟ⷀⱜⴓ㤓。
㈓⼄㻹㵦⤕䎓
Tianjin Swan Lake International
golf Club
No. 20, FuYuan Road, WuQing
Economic and Development Zone
Tel: +86 22 8217 5261
㳍㆓㳍ⱍ⽟⺛カⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㳍㆓㬱㹅㤆㋋ⳃ㤙ⶄ䊕⭡⼦
Tianjin Warner International Golf
Club
1 Nanhai Road, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6009
㳍㆓⿋㚪ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㳍㆓㈎イゝ㭖㋋ⳃ㤙㚰⼄㔘⼦
Yangliuqing Golf Club
Yi Jing Road, Yangliuqing,
Xiqing District
Tel: +86 22 2792 2792
䂏㒙㤁ⷀⱜⴓ㉄㎷⤠
㹘㤁㤙䂏㒙㤁䎓䄜㈎㔘㑃ㅜ㣦⡒

Theatres & Cinemas
China Grand Theatre
104 Harbin Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2712 3118
䐱⺛⫔㻘䊛
⼮㠞㤙⺟ⱜ⢖⭡⼦
Da Guang Ming Cinema
1 Qufu Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2711 5640
⫔⺃㘘⮈䇑䊛
⼴㹘㤙㤛⭡⼦
Jinyi International Cinema
3F, Area B, 8 Magnetic Capital,
Binshui Road, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2385 5062
㆑䄾⺛カ⮈䇑⧨
㚰㋋㤙⢗㯏⭡➣⧨㩭䄖⺄⧂
⼦%㤙㔆
Tianjin Grand Theatre
Crossing of Youyi Road & Binshui
Road, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2835 1443
㳍㆓⫔㻘䊛
⼴㹘㤙䇲䅋㔘䈌⢗㯏⭡ㅜ㋻
Wanda International Cinema
2F, E Block, Wanda Business Square,
168 Heping Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 6619
㶓⫐䇑⧨
⼮㠞㤙⼮㠞㔘⼦㶓⫐㩭䄖⺄⧂
(䔚⥄

LAST WORD

Gaels In China
Action at the All-China Gaelic Games finals
By Mark Godfrey (Club media officer)

F

ar from the green fields of Ireland, Stuart
Smith has become a sports star in China. This
June he played in attack for a Beijing Gaelic
Football Club side in a brave and physical
showcase encounter with a Shanghai-based team that included several players with
track records on very successful teams in Ireland.
Sports fever is high in Beijing as China’s capital counts
down to the start of the Olympic Games on August 8.
Yet sports headlines in the
world’s most populous nation were captured lately by
the heroics of local Gaelic
footballers. Chinese national
television was on hand to
capture the action as Shanghai Gaelic Athletic Association (GAA), a squad of expatriate Irish and local Chinese
talent, beat Beijing 4-9 (four
goals and nine points) to
2-12 for the China Cup at
this year’s All China Gaelic
Games finals.
A very multicultural Beijing
ladies side dispatched with a
Shanghai ladies team 4-12 to 2-5 to take the women’s cup
in the annual competition, this year organised by Beijing
GAA Club. Goals as well as points (kicked over the crossbar) are scored in Gaelic football, a game which stretches
back several centuries in Ireland. Each goal counts for
three points in the game, which is often described as a mix
of basketball and rugby.
Gaelic football has grown fast in Asia as Irish professionals
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seize on opportunities in the region’s booming economy.
Beijing striker Enda Winters played on the Louth county
team in Ireland before moving to China. Another Irishman on the pitch, Enda Brogan made his name in China
as an announcer on China Central TV International. He
played on the Beijing Legends squad, made up of local
celebrities and soccer stars.
Gaelic football has proven
popular in China’s capital,
whose 16 million people are
usually more keen for table
tennis and badminton. “It’s
one of the few opportunities
for women to play competitive football in Beijing,”
explains local player Lucy
Liu. L o cals cheered and
took photos on their mobile
phones during eight hours
of fast and furious football,
played in seven-a-side format
on a full-sized pitch. Aside
from Shanghai, teams from
Hong Kong and neighbouring Shenzhen in the south
traveled to the 7 June Games,
which featured on television
news programmes in Ireland.
After a wet 9am start temperatures soared as high at 32
degrees at the Xiaowuji football grounds in a southeast
suburb of Beijing. Half an hour south from Tiananmen Square on the city’s fourth ring road, the Xiaowuji
grounds, an all-grass pitch with modern changing room
and catering facilities, “came as a godsend” says John Collins, a marketing executive at the Beijing offices of Pfizer.
“Beijing is a dry, very densely populated city so a large
grass pitch near the centre of town is amazing.”
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A large local Irish population has
traditionally given Hong Kong a
strong presence in Gaelic games
competitions in the Far East, which
is represented at GAA headquarters
by the Asia County Board. China’s
economic boom is increasingly
drawing Irish expatriates to mainland Chinese cities, particularly
Beijing and Shanghai. The presence
of teams from smaller Chinese cities like Dalian and Shenzhen at this
weekend’s finals in Beijing is a hint
to the growing presence of the GAA
in the world’s most populous nation.
Non-Irish players make up a sizeable proportion of Gaelic football
players in China. The Beijing ladies
team is made up of 12 different nationalities, including Chinese. “Our
games are often won by having rePitch-side facilities at the Xiaowuji grounds were top class,
including a first aid tent and sports massages. On site doctors provided by the international SOS hospital in Beijing
saw to Beijing player Adrian Kennedy, after the Belfast
native dislocated his shoulder in a tackle with a Shanghai
opponent.
Running a Gaelic football club can be difficult in Beijing,
where a huge population means space is at a premium.
“Finding suitable playing grounds is no small feat,” says
Smith, a star forward on the Beijing men’s side. Beijing
GAA rents the astro-turf sports grounds of a secondary
school near historic Ritan Park in downtown Beijing for
its Tuesday night training sessions.
Just as the finishing touches are being put to Beijing’s awesome new stadiums, footballers from around China were
firing into a set of Gaelic football goal posts constructed
specially at a metal workers’ workshop outside the city.
Puzzled workers needed special instructions in building
the bolt-up steel posts which were afterwards dismantled
and stored at the Irish embassy, says Beijing GAA chairperson Aoife O’Loughlin.
“It’s a very special honour to be hosting the All-China Games in such an historic year for Beijing,” says
O’Loughlin. A native of county Laois in the centre of
Ireland, O’Loughlin balances her job at the Irish embassy
with running the Beijing club.
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ally enthusiastic and fit athletes who are new to the game,”
says Stuart Smith, Beijing club coach. Canadian Jennifer
Pratt, an international schools teacher and captain of Beijing women’s team, was named player of the tournament
at last year’s China finals, in Shanghai. “I’ve had trouble
running and soloing [kicking from foot to hand] the ball
at the same time but Gaelic football is a great workout, I
wouldn’t miss a training session or a match for anything,”
says Pratt.
A team from the northern city of Dalian featured many
talented Chinese players. “We’ve trained really hard,” says
Zhang Li, who went home with a medal after the team
emerged victorious in the play offs for third place. A pacy
forward, Zhang, who scored three goals on the day, says he
turned to Gaelic football after being poached from a local
soccer team by Irish expatriates working in the city, a key
software production hub. “I’ve got real problems learning
how to tackle and how to solo the ball,” he says.
Host of the championships, the Beijing club has grown fast
since its foundation in 2003, fielding two teams in every
major Asian competition since. The club’s training sessions, next to Ritan Park and next door to the enormous
North Korean embassy, makes Beijing a highlight of Stuart
Smith’s playing career. “It’s surreal, playing on a flood-lit
pitch to the shouts of encouragement from construction
workers who lean out the windows of their dormitories
overlooking the pitch,” explains Smith, who has lived for
five years in Beijing.

Sponsorship from DHL, Guinness and Enterprise Ireland
helped pay for this year’s competitions. The Irish Network
China, a representative body for Irish business in China,
sponsored the Beijing club, while Irish Ambassador to
China, Declan Kelleher, handed out silverware at a postmatch reception at the Irish embassy.
Teams across China are now training for the All-Asia
Gaelic Games finals, which will be held in October in Malaysia.
Players from Tianjin are very welcome to join Beijing
GAA training sessions and matches, or to discuss setting
up a club in Tianjin.■
See www.beijinggaa.org for more details

Beijing Gaelic Athletics Assocation
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